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ABSTRACT

Progressive legal scholars argue that institutional investors should play a greater role in disciplining corporate managers. These reformers seek to harness the talent and resources of mutual funds and public pension funds to increase managerial accountability to shareholder interests. Conservative scholars respond that empowering institutional investors would do little more than relocate the underlying agency costs. Although shirking by corporate managers might indeed be reduced, institutional investors suffer from their own set of agency problems and so would need their own monitor. Ultimately, someone must watch the watchers.

This Article argues that neither corporate managers nor institutional investors are properly incentivized to serve shareholder interests. Therefore, neither is appropriately positioned to serve as the ultimate decision maker. A better model of governance is the incentive fee structure employed by hedge funds and other private equity funds. If institutional fund managers were permitted to adopt a similar compensation scheme, their interests and the interests of their investors would merge. As a result, they would be transformed into ideal servants of shareholder interests, capable of bringing much-needed discipline to corporate America.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, institutional investors have come to dominate American capital markets. Flush with the savings of the Baby Boom generation, banks, insurance companies, mutual funds, and pension funds have amassed dazzling fortunes. For example, at a time when the average size of even the largest companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange is under $60 billion, three families of mutual funds each control as much as $1 trillion in investment accounts.1 If they combined their resources, institutional investors would be theoretically capable of purchasing outright nearly all of corporate America.

The incredible growth of institutional investors has posed, for corporate governance scholars, both a puzzle and a choice. First, the puzzle: Given their vast resources and accompanying expertise, why have most institutional investors remained largely passive in their investment outlook? Why, for example, when a target company underperforms, do they typically exit the investment rather than seek to translate their influence into better performance?

1. According to the New York Stock Exchange, the one hundred largest listed companies in 2008 had a combined market capitalization of $5.95 trillion, making the mean average of these companies $59.5 billion. See NYSE U.S. 100 Index, http://www.nyse.com/marketinfo/indexes/nyid.shtml (last visited Oct. 27, 2008). For an estimate of the size of the mutual fund industry prior to the deepening of the credit crisis, see Muralikumar Anantharaman, Fidelity Lags Main Rivals but Slow Recovery Seen, REUTERS, Jan. 10, 2007, http://www.reuters.com/article/companyNewsAndPR/idUSN1031582020070110 (“Overall, Fidelity manages about $1.3 trillion of assets, Vanguard more than $1.1 trillion and American Funds . . . about $1 trillion.”). Of course, as the current economic turmoil continues to evolve, these numbers can be expected to change. Nonetheless, there is reason to believe that their relative magnitude will remain roughly the same.
Second, the choice: Assuming institutional investors could be encouraged to exercise their power over corporate managers, would such oversight be desirable? What, in other words, is the proper role of institutional investors in the American economy? Should they remain mere aggregators of capital, passively funnelling shareholder dollars into widely diversified investment portfolios, or would we prefer that they become private-sector watchdogs, actively monitoring corporate wrongdoing and reining in managerial excess?

In a prior article, I argued that the failure of institutional investors to become active monitors results from a lack of proper incentives. For example, because the law generally prohibits them from charging fees based on the quality of their performance, the managers of mutual funds and pension funds have little to gain from the added costs and risks associated with monitoring. By contrast, the managers of hedge funds and other private equity funds retain a sizeable portion of any profits they generate. Their upside from monitoring is therefore sufficiently large to overcome the practical and legal impediments that make monitoring expensive and burdensome. Thus, the answer to the puzzle is to unlock the potential of institutional investor oversight by targeted deregulation of their fee structures.

It remains an open question, however, whether institutional investor activism—were it to occur—would be advantageous to the nation and economy as a whole. On one side of the issue are progressive legal scholars who argue that corporate America is in need of better discipline from outside monitors. Because the corporate form separates ownership from day-to-day control, agency costs accumulate whenever managers fail to aggressively pursue shareholder interests. When managers pay themselves excessive salaries, fail to diligently pursue profits, or place their own interests ahead of the corporation’s, waste is produced and both investors and society suffer. For reform-minded scholars, institutional investors are needed as outside monitors to check the power of management.

---

3. Id. at 302–04.
5. STEPHEN M. BAINBRIDGE, CORPORATION LAW AND ECONOMICS 35–36 (2002) (“Agency costs are defined as the sum of the monitoring and bonding costs, plus any residual loss, incurred to prevent shirking by agents. In turn, shirking is defined to include any action by a member of a production team that diverges from the interests of the team as a whole. As such, shirking includes not only culpable cheating, but also negligence, oversight, incapacity, and even honest mistakes.”).
6. See, e.g., Bernard S. Black, Agents Watching Agents: The Promise of Institutional Investor Voice, 39 UCLA L. REV. 811, 815 (1992) (“The case for institutional oversight, broadly speaking, is that product, capital, labor, and corporate control market constraints on managerial discretion are imperfect, corporate managers need to be watched by someone, and the institutions are the only
In response, many in the law and economics movement have argued that empowering fund managers as outside monitors would do little to reduce overall agency costs. This is because ownership and control are separated within the structure of institutional investors in the same manner as within corporations. Thus, enlisting institutional investors as monitors would serve only to shift the location of the agency problem. Though corporate managers might have less discretion to shirk, fund managers would have more. Like a game of “whac-a-mole,” the agency costs would disappear at the corporate level only to reappear at the level of the outside monitor. In the end, the question would remain, “Who will watch the watchers?”

However, even if the conservatives are correct that empowering a watchdog would merely shift the locus of the agency problem, the question does not disappear. Instead, it morphs into a different form: Which corporate actor suffers from the fewest agency costs? If the alignment of interests between corporate managers and shareholders is close to optimal, then shifting power to institutional investors would indeed do little to ameliorate overall agency costs. If, on the other hand, the incentives facing institutional fund managers result in a better alignment of interests, then such a shift would result in a net gain in efficiency. In other words, not all potential watchdogs are equally suited to serve shareholder interests. The real question posed by the conservative critique then, is slightly more nuanced: “Which watcher needs the least watching?”

I argue that, at present, none of the available choices is a good one. The interests of corporate managers are poorly aligned with those of their shareholders. The use of stock options at the corporate level has produced too great a focus on the short term and created significant opportunities for abuse. Meanwhile, the managers of banks and insurance companies are too beholden to corporate interests to be capable of disciplining them. Finally, because legal regulations generally prohibit mutual funds and pension funds from charging incentive compensation, their managers are largely insulated from the financial impact of their performance, whether positive or negative. As a result, their chief incentive is not to seek to maximize shareholder profits but to attract new investors through advertising.

9. See, e.g., Bainbridge, supra note 7, at 725 (“[C]orporate managers are well-positioned to buy off most institutional investors that attempt to act as monitors.”).
10. Illig, supra note 2, at 323–32. With respect to the legal limitations on performance compensation, see id. at 306–15. See also infra Part II.B.
There is, however, a proven model of governance that would create strong and direct incentives in favor of investor interests. Private equity funds—leveraged buyout, venture capital, and certain hedge funds—have their fortunes tied directly to the outcome of their investments. In the United States, at least, their unique compensation structure is such that fund managers share directly in any profits they produce while simultaneously risking their own personal fortunes when an investment turns sour. As a result, they are, in financial terms, true partners with their investors. The agency costs that are so prevalent in corporations and public equity funds are thus largely absent from private equity funds.

The proper role of institutional investors in American capital markets may therefore depend upon how they are governed. The agency costs that persist among institutional investors make them little improvement over the corporate managers they would seek to monitor. However, were policy makers to deregulate the fees of mutual funds and public pension funds, thereby permitting their managers to adopt the compensation structure of a hedge fund, their incentives to monitor (and monitor well) would be transformed. They could be trusted in the role of ultimate watcher because their interests would dovetail with investor interests. Agency costs would be reduced to their theoretical minimum because corporate ownership and control would be effectively integrated.

11. Depending on how narrowly one wishes to subdivide these funds into categories, some observers would add two more to the list: buy-in funds and distressed security funds. With respect to hedge funds, they have typically been thought to acquire more esoteric investments, such as derivative securities, commodities, and currencies. Indeed, hedge funds that engage in such investments are not properly thought of as private equity funds. More recently, however, as profitable investment opportunities have become scarcer, many hedge funds have become more active in acquiring corporate equities. See SEC STAFF REPORT, IMPLICATIONS OF THE GROWTH OF HEDGE FUNDS 33 (2003) [hereinafter SEC HEDGE FUND REPORT] (“[A] number of hedge funds . . . adopt traditional, long-only strategies similar to those used by most registered investment companies.”); Emily Thornton with Susan Zegel, The New Raiders, BUS. WK., Feb. 28, 2005, at 32 (“Flush with hundreds of billions of dollars in cash from investors and hard-pressed to maintain the double-digit returns they promise as competition stiffens, many hedge funds are reinventing themselves as private investment firms. . . . [T]hey’re seizing control of companies.”). Thus, to the extent hedge funds move into the territory traditionally held by buyout and venture capital funds, those that do may be properly considered private equity funds. It is this last group that is the subject of this Article.

12. The linchpin of private equity fund compensation is the so-called “carried interest,” whereby the fund managers are entitled to 20% of all profits (plus a management fee intended to cover expenses). JAMES M. SCHELL, PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS: BUSINESS STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS § 2.02[1], 2-6 (2007); WILLIAM M MERCER, INC., KEY TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTING 16 (1996) [hereinafter MERCER REPORT]. At the same time, private equity fund managers typically invest a sizeable portion of their own assets in their funds, thereby putting their personal fortunes at risk with each investment. See DOW JONES, PRIVATE EQUITY PARTNERSHIP TERMS & CONDITIONS 23 (2007) [hereinafter PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS]; MERCER REPORT, supra, at 12–14. See generally infra Part II.C.

13. Thus, ironically, but probably not coincidentally, the solution to the puzzle of the persistence of institutional investor passivity also appears to be the answer to the choice of whether institutional investor activism would be desirable. Deregulating public equity fund fees would both incentivize their fund managers to become active monitors and make their monitoring desirable. See Illig, supra note 2, at 339.
In Part I of this Article, I briefly review the existing debate over the desirability of institutional investor oversight. In particular, because most advocates of institutional investor monitoring have focused on the monitoring potential of mutual funds and public pension funds, I do the same. Like hedge funds and other private equity funds, mutual funds and public pension funds are comprised largely of cash and investment securities and thus lack the trappings of traditional operating companies. However, they are also closely analogous to public corporations insofar as they are generally capitalized by large numbers of retail investors, each holding small, dispersed stakes. For convenience, then, I refer to mutual funds and public pension funds collectively as “public equity funds.”

In Part II, I compare the different incentives facing corporate managers, public equity fund managers, and private equity fund managers. I conclude that the incentive compensation structure of private equity funds is superior to those of the other two and therefore represents a proven model for reform. Finally, in Part III, I explore the promise of expanding private equity-style monitoring, both in terms of theory and the existing empirical evidence. I then suggest that removing the statutory prohibitions against incentive compensation for public equity fund managers would so change their incentives as to make them ideal monitors of managerial excess.

I. THE DEBATE OVER INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR ACTIVISM

Debate over the role of institutional investors in America’s system of corporate governance has, since the early 1990s, been frequent and vigorous.14 In the following two subparts, I review the primary arguments set forth by the advocates and opponents of institutional investor oversight. Most importantly, I highlight the conservative critique that enlisting institutional investors as corporate monitors would merely relocate, rather than reduce, overall agency costs.

Finally, in the third subpart, I note that the corporate agency problem has two distinct sets of possible solutions. On the one hand, agency costs could potentially be reduced by enlisting some outside monitor to discipline errant corporate managers. On the other hand, agency costs could also be reduced by better aligning the interests of the managers with their investors. I conclude, however, that the desirability of institutional investor

monitoring really turns on the interplay between the two strategies. By aligning the interests of public equity fund managers with those of their investors, incentive compensation would reduce agency costs at the fund level while simultaneously increasing the likelihood that fund managers will actively monitor corporate agency costs.

A. Proponents

The case in favor of institutional investor monitoring is fairly straightforward. It is premised on the notion that some type of watchdog is required because the managers of public corporations cannot be trusted to act solely in the best interests of shareholders. To borrow one court’s well-known and evocative formulation, the separation of ownership and control in the modern American corporation creates an “omnipresent specter” that management will prefer its own interests above those of its shareholders.

That being said, however, so long as the stock of large American corporations remains dispersed among many small shareholdings, investors will have little incentive to actively monitor corporate managers. Instead, they will choose to exit underperforming investments rather than expend resources to influence corporate policy. Shareholders, in other words, are and are likely to remain rationally apathetic. If their interests are to be protected, proponents argue, some outside monitor is needed to act on their behalf.

Unfortunately, most market participants recommended as potential monitors have thus far disappointed. Independent directors, for example, have proven to be much less independent than was originally hoped. Although not directly employed by the corporations they serve, these board

15. See, e.g., Mark J. Roe, Strong Managers, Weak Owners: The Political Roots of American Corporate Finance 235 (1994) (“American managers have often not been held accountable for their performance.”).

16. Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946, 954 (Del. 1985) (justifying its heightened standard of review for anti-takeover measures on “the omnipresent specter that a board may be acting primarily in its own interests, rather than those of the corporation and its shareholders”).

17. Note that a number of commentators have pointed out that the rise of institutional investors as financial intermediaries means that the shareholdings of modern corporations have become much less dispersed than was the case when Berle and Means famously identified the separation of ownership from control as the cornerstone of American corporate governance. See, e.g., Bernard S. Black, Shareholder Passivity Reexamined, 89 Mich. L. Rev. 520, 567–70, 574 (1990) (tracing the rise of institutional ownership of American corporations). Assuming this observation is correct, however, it remains largely irrelevant for corporate governance purposes so long as institutional investors continue to act as mere aggregators of capital. In other words, so long as large investors remain passive in their investment outlook, their presence as conduits in financial markets makes little difference to the big picture of American corporate law. Management today has little to fear from shareholder activism, whether formal or otherwise. See Illig, supra note 2, at 236–37, 258–68.

18. For a more detailed account of the “passivity story,” see Black, supra note 17, at 526–29 (describing the collective action problems that Berle and Means and others have identified as inherent in American corporate governance).
members are subject to numerous informal incentives that serve to align their interests more with management than with shareholders. In a similar development, the market for corporate control has largely ceased to exist. Scholars had at one point hoped that threatening managers with hostile takeovers would scare them into serving shareholder interests. Instead, corporate managers were able to translate their substantial economic power into political power and so insulated themselves legally from most outside threats. The story is similar with respect to the many other market players periodically considered as potential monitors. Thus, for those who fear that management is insufficiently accountable to shareholder interests, some other monitor appears necessary.

On the positive side, however, despite their historic passivity, institutional investors continue to show promise as potential monitors. First, they have the size and resources to effectively challenge corporate management. It is currently estimated that over sixty percent of all securities in the United States are held by institutional investors. See generally Jeffrey N. Gordon, The Rise of Independent Directors in the United States, 1950–2005: Of Shareholder Value and Stock Market Prices, 59 STAN. L. REV. 1465 (2007). For scholars who support expanding board independence, see, for example, Charles M. Elson, Director Compensation and the Management-Captured Board—The History of a Symptom and a Cure, 50 SMU L. REV. 127, 127 (1996), calling the lack of board independence “[t]he most significant problem facing corporate America today.” Some scholars see both pluses and minuses. See, e.g., Jill E. Fisch, Taking Boards Seriously, 19 CARDOZO L. REV. 265, 267 (1997) (arguing that although increased board independence may enhance its monitoring ability, “this gain may come at the expense of a decline in the board’s management capacity”); Donald C. Langevoort, The Human Nature of Corporate Boards: Law, Norms, and the Unintended Consequences of Independence and Accountability, 89 Geo. L.J. 797, 810–14 (2001) (arguing that the small-group dynamics present in the boardroom would be disrupted by too great a concentration of independent directors).


22. Lawyers, accountants, and other securities industry professionals, for example, proved themselves eager participants in, rather than effective checks against, the frauds perpetrated at companies like Enron and WorldCom. See, e.g., JOHN C. COFFEE, JR., GATEKEEPERS: THE PROFESSIONS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 55–56 (2006) (summarizing several theories explaining the failure of gatekeepers to avoid the scandals at Enron and WorldCom, including the theory that corporate managers pressured or seduced their advisers into abetting their wrongdoing).

lars, the total value of such holdings are believed to exceed $24 trillion. By contrast, the combined market capitalization of the entire S&P 500 is less than $14 trillion. Therefore, the deep pockets that have thus far made corporate America nearly impervious to outside threats appear less capable of dissuading a determined mutual fund or other large institutional investor. Indeed, few corporations can boast resources comparable to the nearly $1 trillion in mostly liquid securities controlled by each of Fidelity, Vanguard, and American Funds.

A second mark in favor of institutional investor monitoring is their professionalism and expertise. Being experienced market players, institutional fund managers are sophisticated students of business and economic matters. Additionally, unlike board members and most other potential monitors, they are full-time investors who devote the entirety of their professional time to managing their investment portfolios. As a result, they are unlikely to be finessed by opponents able to pay greater attention to market developments and other new information.

More important than size or expertise, however, is the fact that institutional investors have a direct financial interest in the success of the corporations in which they invest. As professional stockholders, institutional investors presumably prosper when their investments appreciate and languish when they disappoint. Monitoring corporate performance with an eye toward improving that performance is therefore consistent with their ultimate profit-seeking objective.

As a result of these and other factors, progressive legal scholars have advocated forcefully for an increased oversight role for institutional investors. Jeffrey Gordon, for example, has recommended that institutional

---

24. See Press Release, supra note 23. Admittedly, however, the dollar value, but not the amount, of equity holdings by institutional investors has probably dropped as a result of recent stock market losses.


27. See, e.g., Black, supra note 6, at 812–15 (arguing that institutional investor oversight of corporate wrongdoing is not only possible but desirable); John C. Coffee, Jr., Liquidity Versus Control: The Institutional Investor as Corporate Monitor, 91 COLUM. L. REV. 1277, 1336–37 (1991) (arguing that a general lack of conflicts, together with other factors, give public equity funds the potential to serve as excellent corporate monitors); see also Edward B. Rock, The Logic and (Uncertain) Significance of Institutional Shareholder Activism, 79 GEO. L.J. 445, 449 (1991) (arguing that
investors seek to exercise greater influence by attempting to revive the practice of cumulative voting, while Ronald Gilson and Reinier Kraakman see a role for institutional investors in recruiting and selecting a professional cadre of independent directors. Mark Roe, meanwhile, though not explicitly endorsing an expanded role for institutional investors, lays the intellectual groundwork for such reform by arguing that the current system of passivity is as much political choice as economic destiny. Finally, for Bernard Black and John Coffee, the issue is not so much whether institutional investor oversight is desirable, but how best to craft a regulatory system that would make monitoring less costly and burdensome.

Most recently, in a backhanded sort of way, Lucian Bebchuk has staked out a position as one of the nation’s strongest advocates of institutional investor oversight. For him, the key factor that insulates management from outside pressure is its control over the proxy mechanism used to nominate and elect corporate directors. To counter this advantage, he seeks to require management to include opponents’ board nominees in the company’s proxy materials—all paid for, of course, by the company.

“the institutional investor would seem to have both the incentive and the abilities to constrain management.”

30. See Mark J. Roe, A Political Theory of American Corporate Finance, 91 COLUM. L. REV. 10, 67 (1991) (“By restricting the terrain on which the large enterprise could evolve, politics created the fragmented Berle–Means corporation and the substitutes that have emerged, every bit as much as have natural laws of economy and technology.”).
31. See, e.g., Black, supra note 17, at 523 (arguing that institutional investor monitoring is restrained by a “complex web” of overlapping legal regulations); Coffee, supra note 27, at 1317–29 (arguing that, in addition to legal impediments, institutional investors face cultural and structural hurdles as well).

It should be noted, however, that proxy reform has many opponents, including some among the practicing bar and the Delaware judiciary. See, e.g., K.A.D. Camara, Shareholder Voting and the Bundling Problem in Corporate Law, 2004 WIS. L. REV. 1425, 1428, 1453–54 (2004); Martin Lipton & Steven A. Rosenblum, Election Contests in the Company’s Proxy: An Idea Whose Time Has Not
Bebchuk’s challenge, however, has been to recommend proxy reform that would impose greater discipline without opening the floodgates to every political hack and eccentric with a chip on her shoulder.34 His answer has been to grant access only to those shareholders with a significant, long-term investment in the company in question.35 Not coincidentally, however, the only investors capable of holding a sufficiently large stake for the requisite two-year period are public equity funds.36 Thus, as presently constituted, calls for greater “shareholder democracy” can really be interpreted as appeals for increased institutional investor monitoring.

34. See Iman Anabtawi, Some Skepticism About Increasing Shareholder Power, 53 UCLA L. REV. 561, 577 (2006) (arguing that shareholders who are provided greater access to the proxy will engage in rent-seeking behavior); see also Stephen M. Bainbridge, Response, Director Primacy and Shareholder Disempowerment, 119 HARV. L. REV. 1735, 1749 (2006) (“Active investor involvement in corporate decisionmaking seems likely to disrupt the very mechanism that makes the widely held public corporation practicable: namely, the centralization of essentially nonreviewable decisionmaking authority in the board of directors.”); Stephen M. Bainbridge, The Case for Limited Shareholder Voting Rights, 53 UCLA L. REV. 601, 627 (2006) (“Importantly, however, like all accountability mechanisms, shareholder voting must be constrained in order to preserve the value of authority. . . . Accordingly, shareholder voting is properly understood not as an integral aspect of the corporate decisionmaking structure, but rather as an accountability device of last resort to be used sparingly, at best.”).

35. The SEC has twice turned Bebchuk’s ideas into proxy reform proposals. The first formulation occurred in 2003 when the SEC proposed new Rule 14a-11. See Security Holder Director Nominations, Exchange Act Release No. 48,626, Investment Company Act Release No. 26,206, [2003–2004 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 87,101, at 88,401 (Oct. 14, 2003). This proposal would have granted limited proxy access to shareholders who had continuously held 5% of the company’s voting shares for at least two years. Id. at 88, 413–14. The second formulation occurred in 2007 when the SEC proposed amendments to Rule 14a-8. See Shareholder Proposals, Exchange Act Release No. 56,160, Investment Company Act Release No. 27,913, [2007 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 87,935, at 85,119 (July 27, 2007). The 2007 proposal would have granted proxy access for shareholders to propose bylaw amendments seeking to increase future access to the proxy. Id. at 85,125. Again, however, to be eligible under the 2007 proposal, an individual or group of shareholders had to own more than 5% of the company’s voting stock for at least one year prior to submitting the proposal. Id. Neither proposal was adopted, however, and shareholder access to the proxy remains limited to the offering of non-binding recommendations under Rule 14a-8. See generally John C. Coffee, Jr., The SEC and the Institutional Investor: A Half-Time Report, 15 CARDOZO L. REV. 837, 876 (1994) (arguing that the SEC’s attitude towards proxy reform is “equivocal, that is it is torn between the standard impulse of a bureaucratic agency to expand its jurisdiction and defend its existing turf and the recognition that a regulatory system must have some relevant end purpose if it is to survive”); Jill E. Fisch, From Legitimacy to Logic: Reconstructing Proxy Regulation, 46 VAND. L. REV. 1129, 1132 (1993) (arguing that the SEC’s efforts at proxy reform have been subject to significant political forces).

36. See Lucian Arye Bebchuk, The Case for Shareholder Access to the Ballot, 59 BUS. LAW. 43, 47–48 (2003) (proposing that proxy access be granted only to shareholders who have beneficially owned 3%–5% of a company’s stock for at least two years). With respect to a billion-dollar company, this would mean holding an illiquid investment worth between $30 million and $50 million.
Institutional investor activism has also attracted proponents of litigation reform. The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 ("PSLRA"),\(^37\) though often viewed as a defeat by advocates of shareholder rights, was actually a victory of sorts for institutional investors. Specifically, the lead plaintiff requirement that the PSLRA imposes on securities class action lawsuits serves to enhance the role of institutional investors in corporate monitoring.\(^38\) By requiring the appointment of a lead plaintiff, the PSLRA is designed to encourage institutional investors to take control of securities class action lawsuits and thereby diminish the number of lawyer-driven suits that are ostensibly brought in the name of small investors.\(^39\) Thus, advocates of this reform effort—many of whom oppose other attempts to spread shareholder democracy—may have unconsciously signaled a certain comfort level with institutional investor oversight. For them, if private lawsuits are required to enforce the securities laws, it is better that they be conducted at the direction of sophisticated institutional fund managers than by disgruntled individuals.\(^40\)

Indeed, the central point shared by the various advocates of institutional investor monitoring is a sense that, to the extent managerial power is not sufficiently accountable to shareholder interests, only large, sophisticated institutions are capable of reforming the system. Thus, public equity funds, with their size, expertise, and direct financial interest in the cor-

---


\(^39\) For an example of this, see *Newby v. Enron Corp.*, 188 F. Supp. 2d 684 (S.D. Tex. 2002). See also THOMAS LEE HAZEN, THE LAW OF SECURITIES REGULATION §7.17[1], at 215–17 (5th ed. 2005) (noting one of the Act’s purposes is to limit "lawyer-driven suits").


Indeed, as predicted, several hedge funds and other institutional investors have sought to be appointed lead plaintiff under the statute. See, e.g., *In re Tyson Foods, Inc. Secs. Litig.*, 01-425-SLR, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17904, at *20–21 (D. Del. Oct. 6, 2003) (certifying a hedge fund as lead plaintiff in a securities class action); Danis v. USN Commc’ns, Inc., 189 F.R.D. 391, 401 (N.D. Ill. 1999) (same); see also Stephen J. Choi & Robert B. Thompson, *Securities Litigation and Its Lawyers: Changes During the First Decade After the PSLRA*, 106 COLUM. L. REV. 1489, 1507 (2006) (reporting that public pension funds have increasingly sought to be appointed lead plaintiff under the PSLRA).

porations in which they invest, appear capable of overcoming the existing barriers to shareholder action. Empower them as monitors, proponents believe, and institutional investors will bring much-needed discipline to wayward corporate managers.

B. Skeptics

Despite the general enthusiasm for greater institutional investor oversight, a number of skeptics have raised doubts regarding the advisability of increasing the power of America’s moneymen. Though their critiques vary, they can be grouped into three general categories: arguments against monitoring in general, arguments that institutional investors will not serve the interests of their fellow shareholders, and arguments that institutional fund managers will not serve the interests of their investors. I describe each in turn below.

In the first place, many conservative legal scholars are fairly sanguine about the current state of corporate accountability and so oppose any efforts to reform America’s governance system. For them, nothing is broken so nothing needs fixing. Indeed, there is even the risk that imposing excessive limits on the discretion of corporate managers could damage one of the most important features of the corporate form—the ability to delegate day-to-day decisionmaking to a centralized authority. For these skeptics, legal reforms intended to enhance any sort of monitoring are not merely an unnecessary evil but a reckless spin of the dice as well.

This first category of criticisms, however, appears to constitute less of a considered argument in need of a response than a heightened evidentiary

41. The existing legal and other barriers to the accumulation and exercise of shareholder power have been extensively catalogued by Black and Roe. See, e.g., Black, supra note 17, at 523 (summarizing his argument that “institutional shareholders are hobbled by a complex web of legal rules that make it difficult, expensive, and legally risky to own large percentage stakes or undertake joint efforts”); Roe, supra note 30, at 11 (arguing that “law prohibits or raises the cost of institutional influence in industrial companies”).

42. Indeed, even Roe, a proponent of greater institutional investor activism, points out that Americans have seldom been comfortable with large accumulations of wealth. See, e.g., Roe, supra note 30, at 66 (“In a conservative era, when popular mistrust of accumulated power on the eastern seaboard is directed more at Washington than at Wall Street, it is easy to forget the deep mistrust that divided Main Street and Wall Street.”).

43. See, e.g., Bainbridge, supra note 7, at 716 (“[W]here is the evidence that existing constraints [on managerial discretion] are imperfect in any meaningful sense?”).

44. Id. (arguing that corporate managers are already sufficiently accountable to a “pervasive web of indirect accountability mechanisms,” including “shareholder derivative suits, mandatory disclosure, state and stock exchange governance requirements, anti-fraud laws . . . outside directors, independent accountants, takeovers, [proxy contests], and competition in the product, capital, and managerial services markets”).

45. See id. at 718–19 (“The chief economic virtue of the Berle–Means corporation is not that it permits the aggregation of large capital pools, but rather that it provides a hierarchical decision-making structure well-suited to the problem of operating a large business enterprise with numerous employees, managers, shareholders, creditors, and other inputs.”).
requirement. Without a doubt, the U.S. economy is important enough that policy makers should not tinker with it lightly. The burden should clearly be on would-be reformers to make a strong case for their proposals. However, given that few would suggest that our system of corporate governance is in all ways ideal, serious-minded reform should not be dismissed out of hand. Rather, careful consideration should be given to those proposals that appear to have significant upside potential but little downside risk. As I demonstrate in Part III.C, expanding the influence of public equity funds by fostering a market for good corporate governance is just such a proposal.

A second category of arguments in opposition to increased institutional investor oversight concedes that a monitor may be needed but holds that institutional investors are ill-suited to play the role. Scholars such as Iman Anabtawi point out that, once empowered, an institutional investor could use its influence over a given corporation to further its own particular agenda.46 These skeptics therefore doubt that the benefits accruing from increased monitoring would be shared pro rata by all investors but would instead accrue disproportionately to those institutions best positioned to exploit the (new) system. Indeed, Allen Boyer argues that this is precisely what happened among the robber barons of the Gilded Age.47 The concern is therefore that newly empowered institutional investors would cause corporations to pursue policies that would be detrimental to investors whose time horizons, risk tolerances, and political goals differ.48 After all, corporate law has never required public company shareholders to consider the goals of their fellow investors when taking most shareholder action.49

On the contrary, however, there is good reason to believe that public equity fund managers, were they empowered to engage in more activist

46. See Anabtawi, supra note 34, at 564 (“Once we recognize that shareholders have significant private interests, it becomes apparent that they may use any incremental power conferred upon them to pursue those interests to the detriment of shareholders as a class.”).
48. See Anabtawi, supra note 34, at 577–93 (cataloging the ways in which shareholder interests diverge); Boyer, supra note 47, at 984–85 (“It is also likely that controlling shareholders will subject corporations to risks that are pathologies of shareholders’ ordinary interests. Ordinarily, shareholders are interested in yield and liquidity. Given control, they may use their new-found power to recognize profits immediately, even if this impairs the company’s long-term prospects.”) (footnotes omitted). But see Stephen J. Choi & Eric L. Talley, Playing Favorites with Shareholders, 75 S. CAL. L. REV. 271, 277–78 (2002) (presenting the counterintuitive argument that permitting management to favor one shareholder or shareholder group at the expense of others would actually benefit all shareholders).
49. One major exception to this rule occurs when a single shareholder or shareholder group obtains control. At that point, many courts impose a duty on the controlling shareholder or shareholders to act in the best interests of the minority. See, e.g., Jones v. H. F. Ahmanson & Co., 460 P.2d 464, 471 (Cal. 1969) (holding that 87% shareholders have “a fiduciary responsibility to the minority and to the corporation to use their ability to control the corporation in a fair, just, and equitable manner”).
monitoring strategies, would avoid the temptation to use their influence to the detrimenof the corporation’s other shareholders. As demonstrated in Part III.B, for example, private equity fund monitoring has generally had a significantly positive impact on the returns and overall financial well-being of target companies.\footnote{See infra notes 208–19 and accompanying text; see also Marcel Kahan & Edward B. Rock, \textit{Hedge Fund Activism in the Enforcement of Bondholder Rights} 51–52 (N.Y. Univ. Law & Econ. Working Papers, Paper No. 121, 2008), available at http://lsr.nellco.org/nyu/lewp/papers/121 (finding that corporate bondholders benefit from hedge fund activism).} Similarly, several studies have failed to find evidence that private equity gains were the result of wealth transfers or other actions that unfairly disadvantaged any particular corporate constituency.\footnote{See, e.g., Kenneth Lehn & Annette Poulsen, \textit{Leveraged Buyouts: Wealth Created or Wealth Redistributed?}, in \textit{PUBLIC POLICY TOWARDS CORPORATE TAKEOVERS} 46, 61 (Murray L. Weidenbaum & Kenneth W. Chilton eds., 1988) (finding no evidence that shareholder gains due to leveraged buyouts came at the expense of debtholders); Alon Brav, Wei Jiang, Randall S. Thomas & Frank Partnoy, \textit{Hedge Fund Activism, Corporate Governance, and Firm Performance} 4 (Eur. Corp. Governance Inst., Finance Working Paper No. 139/2006, & Vanderbilt Univ. Law & Econ. Research Paper No. 07-28, 2007), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract_id=948907 (finding no evidence that shareholder gains due to hedge fund activism came at the expense of debtholders).} Thus, it appears that private equity fund managers have largely avoided the temptation to pursue selfish goals and have instead sought to improve the long-term performance of their underlying portfolio of companies. Under similar circumstances, public equity fund managers could therefore be expected to do the same.

Additionally, while the possibility of institutional investor overreach may be of concern under the current regime, most of its associated risks would disappear if public equity funds were permitted to charge incentive compensation. As regards the political goals often ascribed to public pension fund managers, for example, the potential to reap huge personal rewards from incentive compensation would likely overwhelm any desire to value political gain over profit. To provide a sense of scale, it is worth noting that in 2007 one hedge fund manager personally netted in excess of $3 billion in fees.\footnote{Gregory Zuckerman, \textit{Trader Made Billions on Subprime: John Paulson Bet Big on Drop in Housing Values}, WALL ST. J., Jan. 15, 2008, at A1 (reporting that private equity funds managed by Paulson rose by $15 billion in 2007, netting him an estimated $3 billion–$4 billion, “believed to be the largest one-year payday in Wall Street history”).} Although it is all but inconceivable that a pension fund manager could do the same, even the chance to earn 1/1,000th of this sum might be sufficient to overcome any offsetting desire to pursue parochial interests at the expense of the fund’s overall financial performance.

The third major critique of institutional investor monitoring, however, is not so easily dismissed. It is based on the very reasonable observation that most institutional investors suffer from the same agency problems as do most corporations. Thus, for scholars like Stephen Bainbridge, agency costs are inherent in the position of final decision maker.\footnote{Bainbridge, \textit{supra} note 7, at 721 (“Berle and Means correctly believed that the separation of ownership and control inhered in the concept of corporate governance. This is so not simply because of...”)}
public equity funds, like investors in public corporations, have imperfect access to information as well as little control over the selection of their agent managers.\textsuperscript{54} It therefore makes no difference whether corporate managers or institutional fund managers (or some other intermediary) have ultimate discretion. As long as investors delegate authority to an agent, that agent will be susceptible of shirking.\textsuperscript{55} As a result, assigning to institutional investors the task of monitoring corporate managers would do little to solve the problems inherent in the separation of ownership and control. Instead, Bainbridge argues, it would merely move the problem up one level.\textsuperscript{56} Corporate managers might thenceforth be trusted, but fund managers could not be.

The remainder of this Article is primarily directed at answering this third critique—that attempts to enlist outside monitors of corporate America ultimately fail to reduce net agency costs because the monitors themselves invariably suffer from their own set of agency problems.

\section*{C. (Re-) Locating the Problem}

Bainbridge’s critique, when considered closely, raises a tantalizing possibility. At root, it assumes that the power to monitor is the power to decide, and that with the power to decide comes the incentive to pursue one’s own interests. This is the basis of his conclusion that empowering an outside monitor would merely shift the locus of the agency problem from corporate managers to the outside monitor.\textsuperscript{57} If Bainbridge is correct, however, it means not only that the agency problem might be inadvertently

\textsuperscript{54} See id. at 723–24. 
\textsuperscript{55} See id. at 723. In making this point, Bainbridge channels Dr. Seuss’s story of the town that hired a Bee-Watcher to ensure that its only industry—a bee—would work harder: His job is to watch . . . is to keep both his eyes on the lazy town bee. A bee that is watched will work harder, you see.

So then somebody said, “Our old bee-watching man just isn’t bee-watching as hard as he can. He ought to be watched by another Hawch-Hawtcher!” The thing that we need is a Bee-Watcher-Watcher!”

\textbf{DR. SEUSS, DID I EVER TELL YOU HOW LUCKY YOU ARE?} 26–27 (1973) (quoted in part in Bainbridge, supra note 7, at 723).

\textsuperscript{56} See Bainbridge, supra note 7, at 722 (“In a very real sense, giving institutions [the] power of review differs little from giving them the power to make management decisions in the first place.”). Here, Bainbridge relies on Kenneth Arrow’s work regarding consensus and authority decision making structures. See KENNETH J. ARROW, THE LIMITS OF ORGANIZATION 63–68 (1974) (examining the conflicting goals of those in authority and those not in authority within various societal organizations). 

\textsuperscript{57} See Bainbridge, supra note 7, at 722.
relocated but that it could be *purposely* relocated as well. In other words, the locus of the agency problem constitutes a regulatory choice. Thus, by changing the underlying regulatory scheme, policy makers can determine where to situate the problem of corporate agency costs.

What this means is that policy makers should evaluate any potential monitor on two levels. First, is the monitor capable of reducing corporate-level agency costs by pursuing activist investment strategies? Second, and perhaps more importantly, is the monitor itself a superior bearer of the agency costs that would come to reside at the monitor level once the power to decide has shifted? Indeed, this dual-pronged approach offers the advantage of uniting and reinforcing existing monitoring-based and incentive-based strategies for reducing agency costs. It seeks to enlist a monitor while simultaneously aligning managerial and investor interests.

A promising outside monitor should therefore be enlisted only if such monitor’s interests are more closely aligned with shareholder interests than are the interests of corporate managers. Thus, if stock options and other forms of executive compensation are sufficient to align the interests of corporate managers and their shareholders, then enlisting an outside monitor would be counterproductive. The result would be to shift the location of the agency costs to a less efficient bearer of such costs. If, on the other hand, some outside monitor could be identified whose interests are more closely aligned with those of investors, then such monitor could more efficiently bear those costs. Shifting the location of the agency problem in this case would constitute a net gain.

In order to determine where best to locate the agency problem, it is therefore necessary to explore the different incentives facing institutional investors and corporate managers. Put in the simplest terms, whichever party has interests that are most closely aligned with those of investors wins. It is they who should serve as the locus of corporate agency costs.

Unfortunately, as I argue in Part II, neither corporate managers nor public equity fund managers are properly incentivized to play the role of loyal servant to shareholder interests. Thus, as presently governed, neither would be an efficient bearer of corporate agency costs. On the other hand, the close alignment of interests that prevails within hedge funds and other private equity funds makes them superb bearers of agency costs. If the governance structure of public equity funds could thus be altered to mirror that of private equity funds, they would be transformed into the ideal locus of the agency problem. Corporate agency costs would be reduced through effective monitoring, while monitor-level agency costs would be reduced through a tight alignment of interests.
II. REDUCING AGENCY COSTS BY ALIGNING INTERESTS

In Part II, I attempt to evaluate the potential of institutional investors as monitors of corporate misbehavior by comparing the incentives of corporate managers with those of public equity fund managers. Having determined that neither has interests that are closely aligned with those of their investors, I then add private equity funds to the mix and conclude that their governance structure approaches the ideal alignment of interests. Based on this analysis, I suggest that public equity funds, were they legally permitted to adopt the incentive compensation structure of private equity funds, would themselves become efficient bearers of corporate agency costs. Furthermore, I draw the tentative conclusion—which is later tested in Part III—that these newly incentivized funds would also be capable of reducing agency costs at the corporate level through more effective monitoring.

A. Executive Pay and Stock Options

Corporate America’s increased reliance on stock options and other forms of performance-based pay has had both positive and negative results. On the one hand, it forever banished the pre-1980s era of corporate bureaucracy, wherein management compensation was not tied to performance. On the other hand, it distorted managerial incentives and encouraged manipulation of accounting practices. Thus, while an improvement over the compensation practices of the prior era, stock-based pay remains problematic and agency costs continue to proliferate.

Prior to the 1980s, managers were rewarded primarily on the basis of rank. As a result, their interests overlapped only indirectly with those of their shareholders. Rather than selflessly pursue higher stock prices, managers were incentivized to engage in empire-building and other strategies aimed at enhancing their perceived importance. Predictably, stock prices generally languished while executive compensation and M&A activity ballooned.

58. See Michael C. Jensen & Kevin J. Murphy, CEO Incentives—It’s Not How Much You Pay, But How, HARV. BUS. REV., May–June 1990, at 138, 139–40. Although managers were granted stock options prior to the 1990s, the value of such options did not constitute a significant part of their overall compensation package. See id.

59. See id. at 140.

60. See BEBCHUK & FRIED, supra note 8, at 16 (describing the managerial tendency toward empire-building in order to justify a larger salary and additional perks); ROGER LOWENSTEIN, ORIGINS OF THE CRASH: THE GREAT BUBBLE AND ITS UNDOING 1–2 (2004) (“Indeed, in 1976, the market was no higher than its level of eleven years before. Adjusted for inflation, the picture was far worse: the purchasing power of the average stock had fallen by two-thirds.”); cf. PATRICK A. GAUGHAN, MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS, AND CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING 296 (3d ed. 2002) (noting that firm managers may engage in leveraged buyouts based on the belief that “they could more easily justify higher salaries and other perks if the company were larger”).
Beginning around 1990, however, performance-based pay became part of the national agenda. It was then that Michael Jensen and Kevin Murphy published their provocative work claiming that American business leaders were behaving like bureaucrats because they were paid like bureaucrats.61 The size of executive pay was not the issue, they argued. Rather, the problem was that compensation had become unmoored from any significant measure of performance.62 Thus, if only corporate executives could be made to own substantial amounts of company stock, they would be incentivized to help American businesses remain profitable in the face of increased competition from Europe and Asia.63

Important political support for pay for performance came in 1992, when Bill Clinton pledged to reform executive compensation as part of his first bid for the Presidency.64 Consequently, soon after Clinton took office, Congress amended the tax code to penalize most executive compensation that was not tied to specific performance measures.65 Meanwhile, until 2006, public companies were not required to record the value of most stock option grants on their income statements.66 As a result, compensation in the form of options was given preferable accounting treatment in that such grants—no matter how large—had absolutely no impact on reported earnings.

This combination of developments led to an explosion in the use of stock options and other stock-based awards.67 Eighty percent of American

---

61. See Jensen & Murphy, supra note 58, at 138; see also Elson, supra note 19, at 127–31 (extending this argument to corporate directors); Michael C. Jensen & William H. Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure, 3 J. FIN. ECON. 305, 308 (1976) (arguing in favor of incentive-based compensation for corporate managers).
62. See Jensen & Murphy, supra note 58, at 139.
63. See id. at 141, 145, 149.
66. See generally Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 123R, Share-Based Payment, Dec. 2004, available at http://www.fasb.org/pdf/fas123r.pdf (requiring that the fair value of stock options be recorded as an expense). Although FAS 123R was originally scheduled to go into effect in 2005, its application to most companies was later postponed by up to six months. See Floyd Norris, Audit Board Delays Rule On Options As Expenses, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 14, 2004, at C1 (reporting that FASB had acted under pressure from the SEC).
67. Although stock options are the best-known form of incentive compensation, the same or similar financial impact can be created through grants of restricted stock, stock appreciation rights, phantom stock, and other awards. For convenience, however, I use the term “stock options” in this Article
senior executives now receive stock option grants, up from fifty percent in the 1960s and less than twenty percent in the 1950s. More significantly, however, the size of option grants has increased at an even faster pace. During the 1990s, for example, the average value of management stock options rose at the rate of thirty-two percent, such that more than half of the value of executive compensation now takes the form of gains from stock options. Thus, by turning managers into shareholders, stock options have partially reunited corporate ownership and control.

Perhaps the best exemplar of this trend is Steve Jobs, the CEO of Apple, who in recent years has limited himself to an annual salary of only one dollar. With Jobs at the helm, Apple’s stock tripled in value over three years, thereby handsomely rewarding its shareholders. As a result of stock-based awards, Jobs received $650 million in incentive compensation in 2006—an amount sufficient to win him the honor of America’s highest paid corporate executive.

Clearly, then, American pay practices have improved the underlying alignment of interests between managers and shareholders. Indeed, although it has recently stumbled, the United States economy has experienced a near-continuous bull market since moving to a pay-for-performance system in the early 1990s. At first blush, then, business managers appear to have proved themselves well-suited to serving as the locus for corporate agency costs.
The true impact of stock options on corporate America, however, has
been both muted and perverse. In the first place, compensation packages
are often structured in a way that provides little downside risk for manag-
ers who underperform. Thus, for example, when a company’s stock price
deteriorates significantly, it is common for the board to reset the strike
price downward, thereby promising rich rewards for managers who simply
return the company to its former level.74 Likewise, news accounts are
deficient with stories of failed executives departing with epic paydays.75 The
current poster child for compensation reform, Robert Nardelli, recently
left Home Depot with a $210 million severance package, even though the
company’s stock actually dropped during his tenure as chief executive.76
The extensive use of other forms of non-performance-based compensation,
including retirement benefits and deferred compensation, further mute the
impact of options by providing large guaranteed minimums.77

Stock options, as presently structured, also sometimes fail to create
strong incentives for high-quality performance. Because it is unusual for
an option’s strike price to be tied to market indices, for example, most
options reward managers whenever the company’s market sector improves
even if the company in question lags its competitors.78 There is also evidence
that the size of most option grants is largely unrelated to any meas-
ure of past or future performance.79 In practice then, and despite the best
hopes of Jensen and Murphy, stock options appear unlikely to incentivize
American executives to truly become “value-maximizing entrepreneurs.”80

74. See Mark Maremont & Charles Forelle, Bosses’ Pay: How Stock Options Became Part of the
75. See, e.g., David Carey, Deliver and You Get Paid, CORP. DEALMAKER, July–Aug. 2007, at
(reporting that Carly Fiorina left Hewlett-Packard in disgrace with a $180 million severance package
while Hank McKinnell left a failing Pfizer with $200 million). See generally Eric Dash, Has the Exit
Sign Ever Looked So Good?, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 8, 2007, § 3, at 6 (reporting that “the 35 chief execu-
tives who were ousted [in 2006] were handed more than $799 million on their way out the door”).
77. See BEBCHUK & FRIED, supra note 8, at 95–99, 102–05 (describing the use of various non-
incentive-based forms of compensation, including retirement programs and deferred compensation).
78. See id. at 139–42, 160.
79. See Rakesh Khurana, Searching for a Corporate Savior: The Irrational Quest for Charismatic
CEOs 46–47, 245 n.54 (2002). One almost poetic example of this phenomenon is
former AT&T CEO Edward Whitacre. After his company’s stock had fallen to 67% of its value, the
incentive-based portion of his compensation was likewise reduced to 67% of its potential value.
Though this might appear even-handed on its face, the result was that Whitacre received two-thirds of
his incentive pay while stockholders lost one-third of their investment. See Alan Murray, CEOs of the
(announcing the entrants to his “pay-for-nonperformance Hall of Shame”). The disconnect between
performance and the level of option grants can also be seen in the common practice of “reloading”—
automatically granting new options each time the manager exercises an existing option. See BEBCHUK
& FRIED, supra note 8, at 169–70.
80. Jensen & Murphy, supra note 58, at 138.
Even worse, however, to the extent that stock options do create incentives, they are often perverse. For example, opportunities for fraud and accounting manipulation through the selective or timely disclosure of information abound. The most recent example of this phenomenon has been the almost universal backdating of option grants among Silicon Valley technology companies. Meanwhile, vesting schedules accentuate management’s near-religious focus on short-term success. In fact, on one level, much of the blame for the fraud that occurred in the late 1990s at companies like Enron and WorldCom can be attributed to management’s intense desire to maintain and enhance quarterly earnings. Finally, as the Black–Scholes model of option pricing demonstrates, stock options are most valuable when a company’s stock is most erratic. Management is therefore potentially rewarded less for consistency in long-term earnings growth than for pursuing a boom-and-bust mentality.

Importantly, the underlying cause of these defects is no mystery—executive salaries are not negotiated at arm’s length. A typical CEO’s compensation is set by board members who are nominated and maintained in office by the CEO. Meanwhile, the compensation consultants that most large companies use to justify executive salaries are themselves hired by the very executives whose salaries they review. Management, in other

81. See, e.g., Saul Levmore, Puzzling Stock Options and Compensation Norms, 149 U. PA. L. REV. 1901, 1930 (2001); Roger L. Martin, Taking Stock, HARV. BUS. REV., Jan. 2003, at 19, 19 (“Motivating managers with company stock can do damage on a grand scale, encouraging them to pursue strategies that fatten their wallets at shareholders’ expense.”); Mark A. Sargent, Lawyers in the Perfect Storm, 43 WASHBURN L.J. 1, 9 (2003) (“[S]tock option programs not only failed to meet their avowed goal of aligning managerial and shareholder interests, they created perverse incentives for abusing shareholders.”).


83. See, e.g., M. P. Narayanan, Cindy A. Schipani & H. Nejat Seyhun, The Economic Impact of Backdating of Executive Stock Options, 105 MICH. L. REV. 1597, 1605–06 (2007) (noting that when a manager participates in backdating, “shareholders may be misled into believing that management’s interests are firmly aligned with theirs through the compensation package, when in fact executives can receive additional compensation without stock prices rising”). For a spectacular case of options backdating fraud, see Vanessa Fuhrmans & James Bandler, Ex-CEO Forfeits $620 Million in Options Cases, WALL ST. J., Dec. 7, 2007, at A1, which describes what is believed to be the largest giveback ever in a shareholder derivative action.

84. See BEBCHUK & FRIED, supra note 8, at 148, 155–56.


86. JAMES C. VAN HORNE, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND POLICY 107 (12th ed. 2001) (“Usually the most important factor in the valuation of options is the price volatility of the associated security. More specifically, the greater the possibility of extreme outcomes, the greater the value of the option to the holder, all other things being the same.”); see also Fischer Black & Myron Scholes, The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities, 81 J. POL. ECON. 637, 640–45 (1973) (first describing their formula for options pricing).

87. BEBCHUK & FRIED, supra note 8, at 23–27.

88. See id. at 37–39, 70–71; see also Gretchen Morgenson, House Panel Finds Conflicts in Ex-
words, negotiates its compensation package with individuals who are financially beholden to their largesse.\textsuperscript{89}

Nor is management’s compensation subject to any significant outside review. Unlike in Britain, for example, shareholders do not regularly vote on management’s compensation practices.\textsuperscript{90} Indeed, until quite recently, substantial portions of an executive’s pay were exempted from federal disclosure requirements, and the SEC remains quite concerned about the quality of compensation disclosures.\textsuperscript{91} Legal and practical barriers similarly make it unlikely that outside investors will find it cost effective to challenge management pay in a proxy contest.\textsuperscript{92} As a result, markets provide little in the way of discipline.\textsuperscript{93}

Prevailing compensation practices can thus be best understood as having been co-opted by management. As Lucian Bebchuk and Jesse Fried detail in their recent book, \textit{Pay Without Performance}, the underlying problem is power.\textsuperscript{94} Managers have exploited their control over the corporation’s purse and day-to-day affairs to insulate themselves from outside influence and blunt any attempts to hold them accountable for poor performance.\textsuperscript{95} Indeed, as William Bratton brings to light, there is surprising consensus among scholars of all political stripes on this point.\textsuperscript{96} Though incentive-compensation schemes show promise, political realities are such that management has been able to subvert their impact. Rather than discip-
line underperforming managers, options in fact reward all managers and encourage them to manipulate their financial results. Moreover, as a final insult, they create a veneer of justification, camouflaging the truth with a narrative of hard-working executives who earn—and thus deserve—their outsized pay. 97

In terms of which party can most efficiently bear the inevitable agency costs, it thus appears that corporate managers are ill-suited to play the role. As foretold by Berle and Means, managerial interests remain distinct from, and in many instances opposed to, the interests of shareholders. 98 As a result, corporate agency costs flourish, and an outside monitor appears necessary.

B. Fixed Fees and Empire-Building

As is the case with corporate managers, the compensation structure of institutional investors makes them ill-suited to serve as the final bearer of agency costs. Paradoxically, however, the problems associated with institutional investor compensation are the inverse of those currently associated with corporate pay. On the positive side, public equity fund managers are less able to manipulate the structure of their fees. Also, mutual funds and pension funds are mostly free from significant conflicts of interest. On the negative side, because they are generally prohibited from charging fees based on the quality of their performance, the interests of public equity fund managers are poorly aligned with those of their investors. As a result, the managers of public equity funds, like the managers of corporations, appear ill-suited to play the role of the final bearer of agency costs. 99

97. See BECHUK & FRIED, supra note 8, at 145 (asserting that executive compensation is structured to minimize the influence of “outrage costs”—expressions of disapproval by influential outsiders—by means of camouflaging its true impact).

98. See Bratton, supra note 73, at 1558 (noting that, according to Bebchuk and Fried, “current executive compensation practice demonstrates that the separation of ownership and control identified by Berle and Means more than seven decades ago still hobbles shareholder capitalism”) (footnote omitted).

99. Admittedly, the subject of fund manager incentives is made more complicated by the fact that the senior-most managers of most public equity funds effectively delegate many investment decisions to sub-managers, both inside and outside of the organization. See Rock, supra note 27, at 464–78 (examining the agency costs associated with intermediaries and questioning whether sub-agents’ interests are aligned with their principals’ interests). Thus, the incentives of these sub-managers may differ at times from those of the managers ultimately charged with a fund’s administration. Indeed, skeptics like Romano and Bainbridge point to the presence of agency costs within institutional investors as a reason not to trust them with greater authority. See, e.g., Roberta Romano, Public Pension Fund Activism in Corporate Governance Reconsidered, 93 COLUM. L. REV. 795, 796 (1993) (describing the conflicts of interest that arise within public pension funds due to the divergence of interests between the fund advisers and investors); Stephen M. Bainbridge, Pension Funds Play Politics, TCS DAILY, Apr. 21, 2004, http://www.tcsdaily.com/article.aspx?id=042104G (noting that the managers of public pension funds have political goals that sometimes differ from the financial goals of their investors).

For purposes of the present analysis, however, it remains the ultimate fund advisers whose incentives are most relevant. This is because, whatever the incentives of the senior-most decision
At the outset, we should acknowledge that not all institutional investors have the potential to act as corporate disciplinarians. Banks and insurance companies, for example, are generally considered too closely tied to corporate America to take a strong position against any one company’s management. Doing so might tarnish them with an anti-management reputation and jeopardize their ability to attract lucrative contracts for consulting, risk management, and other services. The picture is similar for private pension funds which are almost universally controlled by their corporate sponsors. Thus, significant conflicts of interest make banks, insurance companies, and private pension funds poor candidates as corporate monitors. Meanwhile, most university endowments and other institutional players remain too small to have a major impact on corporate governance.

Mutual funds and public pension funds, however, do not suffer from the same level of conflicts that afflict most other institutional investors. Certainly, public pension fund managers periodically display a tendency toward making investment decisions aimed at achieving political, rather than purely financial, goals; as a result, mutual funds, as sponsors of corporate 401(k) plans, are never entirely free from the influence of Wall Street. As a general matter, however, most public equity funds are professional enough to remain above politics and relatively few rely exclusively on the largesse of corporate America for their continued viability. Instead, much like public corporations, they ultimately answer to a dis-
persed group of retail investors, none of whom exercises any meaningful degree of control.104

As a result of relatively transparent markets, public equity funds also avoid many of the internal conflicts of interest that are present in most public corporations. As heavily regulated entities, they are subject to multiple, overlapping statutory schemes which impose, among other things, detailed registration and disclosure obligations.105 Competition over rates therefore takes place in public, with widely available services such as Morningstar providing detailed fee comparisons.106 Thus, if a particular fund were to announce fees significantly in excess of the market norm, it would risk losing investors.107 In fact, there is evidence that market forces are functioning appropriately in this arena: total mutual fund fees have dropped by over fifty percent during the past two decades.108 In this respect, at least, the structure of public equity fund compensation may be superior to that of corporations.

As an additional protection against abuse, public equity fund managers face considerable legal constraints on their freedom of action. Pension fund managers, for example, must comply with broadly interpreted fiduciary duties.109 Similarly, although the SEC chose not to require that mutual fund fees be “reasonable,” as was once proposed, it did impose a fiduciary standard on fund managers when establishing their fees.110 Thus,

104. See Coffee, supra note 35, at 858 (“As a class, public pension funds are pressure resistant, because they have few (if any) conflicts of interest.”).
105. These include, among others, the Investment Company Act of 1940, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, the Securities Act of 1933, and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (“ERISA”). See MUTUAL FUND REGULATION §§ 1:4.1, at 1-13, 1:4.2, at 1-13 to -16 (Clifford E. Kirsch ed., 2d ed. 2007) (describing the federal securities law registration and disclosure requirements for mutual funds); Peter O. Shinevar, W. Fulton Broemer & Jayne Zanglein, Reporting and Disclosure, in 1 ERISA BASICS D-1 to -57 (2000) (outlining the reporting and disclosure requirements imposed on pension funds by ERISA).
106. According to its website, Morningstar was founded in 1984 “to provide individual investors with much-needed mutual fund analysis and commentary.” See Morningstar, http://corporate.morningstar.com/US/asp/subject.aspx?xmlfile=180.xml (last visited Oct. 27, 2008). Its first main product, the Mutual Fund Sourcebook, was published quarterly and contained “performance data, portfolio holdings, and other information on approximately 400 mutual funds.” Id. Today, most of its reporting activities are centered around the Internet.
107. John C. Coates IV & R. Glenn Hubbard, Competition and Shareholder Fees in the Mutual Fund Industry: Evidence and Implications for Policy, at 1 (AM. ENTER. INST. FOR PUB. POLICY RESEARCH, AEI Working Paper #127, 2006), available at http://www.law.uchicago.edu/Lawecon/workshop-papers/coates.pdf (“We estimate that, on average, a 10 percent increase in equity fund fees leads to an approximately 25 percent decline in a fund’s asset share and a 15 to 18 percent decline in a complex’s share of total assets managed by mutual funds.”).
108. See INVESTMENT COMPANY FACT BOOK, supra note 23, at 47 (reporting that total fees—including ongoing expenses plus an annualized portion of any sales loads—declined from an average of 2.3% of fund assets in 1980 to only 1.1% of fund assets in 2006).
at least with respect to compensation, the decisions of public equity fund managers appear to be subject to a more demanding standard of review than are those of corporate managers.

Despite its apparent promise, however, public equity fund governance suffers from a potentially fatal flaw. Legal regulations effectively prohibit the managers of mutual funds and pension funds from charging most forms of incentive-based compensation.111 In practice, this means that public equity fund managers generally charge fees based on a fixed percentage of the value of the assets they manage.112 Like corporate managers of yore, size alone is what determines one's level of compensation.

With respect to mutual funds, § 205(a)(1) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 prohibits a registered investment adviser from receiving compensation "on the basis of a share of capital gains upon or capital appreciation of the funds or any portion of the funds of the client."113 Broadly

111. The purpose of this limitation is to minimize incentives for fund managers to take overly speculative risks with the savings of retail investors. See id. § 12.03[A], at 12-59. Interestingly, however, performance fees were once common among advisers to institutional investors. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR STUDY REPORT OF THE SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, H.R. DOC. NO. 92-64, pt. 2, at 254–56 (1971). It was not until 1970 that Congress applied the Investment Advisers Act to advisers of mutual funds. 2 FRANKEL & SCHWING, supra note 110, § 12.03[F], at 12-106.3 to -109.

112. Mutual funds generally charge their shareholders two types of fees. See 2 FRANKEL & SCHWING, supra note 110, § 12.03[A], at 12-58 to -61 (discussing the development of “wrap fee” arrangements and other advisory fees). Sales loads are a type of brokerage fee intended to compensate financial advisers for a particular transaction. INVESTMENT COMPANY FACT BOOK, supra note 23, at 22, 47. They are paid either at the time of purchase (front loads) or occasionally when the shares are redeemed (back loads). However, as more and more investors have purchased mutual funds through employer-sponsored savings plans, sales loads have decreased in frequency and amount. Hence, their significance has generally waned. See id. at 48 (finding the growth of no-load funds and increased competition in the mutual fund industry as additional causes of the decline in the use of sales loads). More common are fees for ongoing expenses. These are paid from fund assets, rather than directly by the shareholders, and tend to decrease as the fund achieves economies of scale. Id. at 47–48, 52. Fees for ongoing expenses typically include an advisory fee, an administrative fee, and so-called 12b-1 fees designed to offset the costs of marketing and distribution of fund shares. See generally John Howat & Linda Reid, Compensation Practices for Retail Sale of Mutual Funds: The Need for Transparency and Disclosure, 12 FORDHAM J. CORP. & FIN. L. 685, 693–96 (2007) (describing the evolution of Rule 12b-1); James D. Cox & John W. Payne, Mutual Fund Expense Disclosures: A Behavioral Perspective, 83 WASH. U. L.Q. 907 (2005) (providing a recent analysis of mutual fund fees).

Pension fund managers are generally limited to fees for ongoing expenses. This is because transaction fees of the kind charged by mutual funds would likely violate ERISA’s strict prohibition against related-party transactions. See Donald J. Myers & Michael B. Richman, Class Exemptions from Prohibited Transactions, in ERISA FIDUCIARY LAW 267, 267–68, 283–94 (Susan P. Serota ed., 1995). Thus, like mutual fund managers, most pension fund managers receive a salary or other compensation based on a percentage of the assets under management. See Coffee, supra note 35, at 862–66 (discussing the compensation of external fund managers); John P. Freeman & Stewart L. Brown, Mutual Fund Advisory Fees: The Cost of Conflicts of Interest, 26 J. CORP. L. 609, 627–32 (2001) (finding that mutual fund managers receive fees double the amount of those received by pension fund managers).

113. 15 U.S.C. § 80b-5(a)(1) (2006). Note, however, that fees based on a percentage of the assets under management are not deemed to be “on the basis of a share of . . . capital appreciation,” even though the fees would necessarily increase as the account appreciates. CLIFFORD E. KIRSCH, INVESTMENT ADVISER REGULATION § 9.4.3[A], at 9-16 (2d ed. 2008).
speaking, this means that a manager of a mutual fund may not charge a fee based on the fund’s performance.\textsuperscript{114} Also prohibited are contingency fees.\textsuperscript{115}

On the pension fund side, although ERISA does not specifically prohibit performance fees, the Department of Labor has interpreted the Act as banning most incentive compensation arrangements that do not meet each of eight specified criteria.\textsuperscript{116} Most importantly for alignment of interests purposes, fund manager compensation must be based on the net appreciation of plan assets during a pre-established valuation period.\textsuperscript{117} In other

\begin{itemize}
\item There are two exceptions to the general rule. The first is for funds that limit their membership to "qualified clients."\textsuperscript{118} This rule was amended in 1998 to remove several additional requirements for advisers to qualified clients, including the requirement that the advisory contract be negotiated at arm’s length, and to increase the dollar thresholds.\textsuperscript{119}
\item The second exception is for so-called “fulcrum fee” arrangements, which permit the manager of a mutual fund to adjust the base advisory fee depending on how the fund performs relative to a stipulated market index.\textsuperscript{120}
\end{itemize}

The presence of these exceptions, however, has had relatively little impact on the incentives of public equity funds. In the first place, in order to qualify for the wealth exception, a mutual fund would have to refuse subscriptions from all but highly wealthy investors. Given that the primary purpose (and value) of most mutual funds is to aggregate retail dollars, this prospect appears neither practical nor desirable. In the second place, the SEC has promulgated extensive regulations regarding when fulcrum fees may be considered fair.\textsuperscript{121} As a result, their use has been significantly limited.\textsuperscript{122}
words, pension fund managers, like mutual fund managers, are generally prohibited from charging performance-based compensation.

What these legal limitations mean for public equity funds is that their incentives parallel those of corporate managers prior to the rise of stock options in the early 1990s. Though their compensation is insulated from easy manipulation by insiders, they have little incentive to fervently pursue excellence on behalf of their investors. Whether or not they outperform their competitors, their compensation remains essentially fixed. As a result, the only way to earn a larger fee is to manage a larger pool of assets. Thus, a public equity fund manager’s sole direct financial incentive is to grow the amount of assets under management.

Investors, however, appear generally indifferent to fund size. Their goal is profit maximization. Thus, from an alignment of interests standpoint, the real question is whether, in pursuing fund growth, public equity fund managers are simultaneously serving other shareholder interests. In fact, this would be the case only if increasing profits were the exclusive or most direct route to increasing fund size. Otherwise, the interests of public equity fund managers and their shareholders would diverge, causing agency costs to swell.

Unfortunately, although capital appreciation can lead to fund growth, fund assets can just as easily be increased through means that are of no benefit to shareholders. In fact, the surest method for increasing the size of a fund may be through advertising, and not through improved performance. By marketing a fund’s perceived reputation for integrity, a particular investment strategy, or some other unusual or defining characteristic, its managers can attract new investors, or additional capital contributions from existing investors, without actually increasing the fund’s profits. Advertising, in other words, can serve as an effective substitute for competence and diligence. Moreover, from an advertising perspective fiduciary must approve the compensation agreement; (6) the agreement must be reasonable; and (7) compensation payments must be predetermined).

118. Due to the cost efficiencies that come with scale economies, however, the size of the percentage often decreases as the size of the fund increases. Coffee, supra note 27, at 1363 n.336. Thus, for example, a fund might charge “1/3 of 1% of the first $500 million, 1/4 of 1% of the next $250 million, etc.” Id. at 1326.

119. This assumes that profits are re-invested in the fund rather than distributed as a dividend or other distribution. See Erik R. Sirri & Peter Tufano, Competition and Change in the Mutual Fund Industry, in FINANCIAL SERVICES: PERSPECTIVES AND CHALLENGES 181, 182 (Samuel L. Hayes III ed., 1993).


121. TD Waterhouse, for example, which recently merged with Ameritrade, has used several actors from the TV drama Law & Order as spokesmen in order to sell a reputation for fair and honest dealing. The first, Steven Hill, played the role of Manhattan District Attorney. More recently, Sam Waterston, who portrayed the DA’s chief prosecutor, has taken over the role. See Jen Chung, Sam Waterston TV Commercial, GOTHAMIST, Nov. 18, 2003, http://gothamist.com/2003/11/18/
tive, so long as a fund’s results are roughly equivalent to those of its competitors, performance ceases to be a distinguishing characteristic.\textsuperscript{122} In fact, there is empirical evidence to suggest that the volume of investments in mutual funds is largely unrelated to their level of performance.\textsuperscript{123} At least on a macro level, then, the ultimate goal of increasing shareholder profits may matter to public equity fund managers only indirectly, as fodder for further publicity.\textsuperscript{124}

What this analysis suggests is that public equity fund managers are, like the managers of corporations, ill-suited to serve as the ultimate bearer of agency costs. In the absence of performance-based compensation, the interests of public equity fund managers tend to drift away from those of their investors. Agency costs proliferate because fund managers are not rewarded for pursuing investor profits. Rather, much like the corporate managers of the 1970s, their true financial incentive is to engage in empire-building. What is needed, then, is a compensation scheme that more accurately aligns the interests of managers and investors.

\textbf{C. Incentive Compensation and the Magic of the “Carried Interest”}

The compensation structure utilized by most hedge funds and other private equity funds is superior to those of corporations, mutual funds, and public pension funds. In contrast to public equity fund managers, the managers of private equity funds are compensated almost exclusively on the basis of their performance. Meanwhile, in contrast to corporate managers, their compensation is determined by unrelated third parties through the mechanism of a market for investment dollars. As a result, agency costs are reduced while opportunities for abuse are muted. In fact, the stated goal of private equity fund governance is to align the interests of fund managers with those of their investors.\textsuperscript{125}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{122} See Sirri & Tufano, \textit{supra} note 119, at 190–98 (identifying new products, distribution methods, and low fees as alternative differentiation strategies); Erik R. Sirri & Peter Tufano, \textit{Costly Search and Mutual Fund Flows}, 53 J. FIN. 1589, 1620 (1998) (finding that consumer reaction to fund performance is stronger for funds that spend more on marketing).
\item \textsuperscript{123} Sirri & Tufano, \textit{supra} note 119, at 190. The one main exception to this observation is for the best performing funds, exactly the ones most likely to attract capital from investors who closely track the data. \textit{See id.} (noting that consumers tend to react to very high performance but not very low performance).
\item \textsuperscript{124} Indeed, a fund’s profits can be used to signal the quality of its managers and thus retain current investors or attract new ones. Thus, for example, several empirical studies suggest that mutual funds increase their advertising following a year with strong performance. \textit{See Prem C. Jain & Joanna Shuang Wu, Truth in Mutual Fund Advertising: Evidence on Future Performance and Fund Flows}, 55 J. FIN. 937, 938–39 (2000) (finding that funds that advertise generally perform better than those that do not advertise).
\item \textsuperscript{125} See SCHELL, \textit{supra} note 12, § 1.03[3], at 1-14 (“The concept of alignment of interest can provide an important element of consistency to the consideration of the numerous financial and other terms embedded in the contracts governing the organization and operation of a private equity fund. It
The centerpiece of private equity fund compensation is the so-called “carried interest.”[^126] The term is industry shorthand for a scheme whereby any profits are split between fund investors and fund managers, typically at the ratio of eighty/twenty.[^127] Thus, once the fund investors have been allocated the entirety of their initial contribution, such that any remaining monies constitute pure profit, all future allocations are made at the rate of eighty percent for the investors and twenty percent for the managers.[^128]

In practice, this means that if a fund manager fails to generate investment profits during any given time period, she is not paid for her (failed) efforts.[^129] If, on the other hand, the manager’s investment strategy generates significant returns, she will be rewarded handsomely with a large share of the profits.[^130] The manager’s incentives, as a result, are focused entirely on increasing the value of the fund’s investment portfolio. Moreover, because the manager’s ability to share in the profits never dissipates, no matter how successful the fund, neither do the incentives.[^131] Thus, to

[^126]: This is sometimes also referred to as a “promote,” “promoted interest,” or “override.”
[^127]: Increasingly, some funds also vary the percentage payable to the fund advisers depending on the fund’s performance. For example, a firm might charge a 20% carried interest if the internal rate of return is below 20%, but a 25% carried interest if performance exceeds the 20% level.
[^128]: See Schell, supra note 12, § 2.02[1], at 2-6 to -9. In fact, the actual percentage may, in many cases, be far higher, as it is industry practice for the fund managers to invest a portion of their own net worth in the funds they manage. Id. § 3.02[2], at 3-21 to -23. Thus, not only are they likely to receive their 20% share of the profits, but they are also likely to receive an additional 80% share with respect to any capital they invested.
[^129]: Occasionally, this structure leads to complicated timing questions, especially in venture capital funds where an early investment might pay off quickly while others die a slower death. The result is that fund managers and investors have developed a complicated set of provisions—including so-called “clawbacks”—that ensure that the economics of the fund balance correctly over its life, even if one party or another is inadvertently paid too much at one time or another. See Schell, supra note 12, § 2.04, at 2-21 to -27. Thus, private equity fund managers who oversee a loss are typically not rewarded for returning the fund to its prior level, as are corporate managers whose options are repriced. See supra note 74 and accompanying text. Rather, they only receive a carried interest to the extent profits exceed prior benchmarks.
[^131]: This is partly a function of the fact that for most funds, once a certain level of profit has been achieved, the managers are not entitled to any additional incentive fees until (and unless) the fund’s performance exceeds this new “high water mark,” at which point the standard is again adjusted upward. For a mathematical example of how such fees are calculated, see Henry Ordower, Demystifying Hedge Funds: A Design Primer, 7 U.C. DAVIS BUS. L.J. 323, 347–48 (2007).
the extent a fund’s investors also seek capital appreciation, their interests will be aligned and agency costs will abate. Indirect proof that this structure is working can be found in the fact that highly sophisticated investors—who could easily choose to entrust their monies elsewhere—have poured over $1.8 trillion into private equity markets during the past decade.132

The structure of private equity fund compensation, in addition to aligning the interests of fund managers and their investors, also reduces opportunities for manipulation and abuse.133 This is because, unlike corporate managers, private equity fund managers have their fees set by outside investors as part of a comparatively well-functioning market.134 The market, however, arises not because of federal disclosure obligations or frequent trading in the securities of any one fund, but because private equity fund managers compete to raise money from many of the same investors as other fund managers. As a result, the individuals who review any given fund’s fees in anticipation of making an investment are well aware of what other funds are charging. Moreover, their awareness is heightened because the recurring and illiquid nature of private equity fund investing means that the managers must continually raise money to replenish their coffers.135 Consequently, fund managers cannot charge significantly off-market terms without running the risk that they will fail to raise sufficient capital. Indeed, the take-it-or-leave-it nature of most fund offerings is such

132. See PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS, supra note 12, at 30–34. Because private equity funds have a finite term, after which they are wound up and liquidated, it is difficult to measure the total assets under management at any given time. Thus, because the term of most funds is ten years or less, the best gauge of the industry’s size may be the amount of funds raised over a rolling ten-year period.

133. That being said, as with any commercial endeavor, there is always the potential for outright fraud in clear violation of legal dictates. The most prominent example of this may have occurred when the principals of Bayou Group disappeared in 2005 with approximately $300 million of their investors’ funds. See Ian McDonald, Bayou Drained Accounts in ‘04 of $161 Million, WALL ST. J., Sept. 1, 2005, at C1 (tracing Bayou’s transfers of funds to and among banks around the world); Ian McDonald, John R. Emshwiller & Ianthe Jeanne Dugan, Bayou Transfers Set off Alarms, WALL ST. J., Sept. 12, 2005, at C1 (explaining that the fraud scheme operated by tricking low-level bank employees into accepting funds by confusing them with technical financial language); Gretchen Morgenson, What Really Happened at Bayou, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 17, 2005, at C1 (detailing the unraveling of fraud).

134. See SCHELL, supra note 12, § 1.02, at 1-9 (noting that the relationship between investors and fund managers in private equity funds is characterized by voluntary agreement, rather than dictated by regulation, and so is the result of negotiations that take place within a market for pooled investments). For a discussion of the exemptions utilized by private equity funds to avoid most securities law disclosure requirements, see Illig, supra note 2, at 277–78.

135. See PAUL GOMPERS & JOSH LERNER, THE VENTURE CAPITAL CYCLE 23 (2d ed. 2004) (describing the impact of the fact that most private equity funds are “self-liquidating”); THOMAS MEYER & PIERRE-YVES MATHONET, BEYOND THE J-CURVE: MANAGING A PORTFOLIO OF VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS 24 (2005) (“To maintain continuous investment in portfolio companies, general partners need to raise new funds as soon as the capital from the existing partnership is fully invested, i.e. about once every 3–5 years.”).
that managers frequently find themselves negotiating against themselves when preparing proposed deal terms.\footnote{See MERCER REPORT, supra note 12, at 82 ("The basic premise underlying our [study] was that general partners will attempt to negotiate terms and conditions that the market will bear.").}

The true magic of the carried interest, however, lies not only in its ability to align the interests of fund managers with the interests of their investors, but also in the fact that it is solely a creation of the market. There is no legal regulation or other outside influence that requires or rewards the scheme described above, as there are with public equity fund fees and corporate stock options. Rather, the scheme developed over time as a result of repeated—and unregulated—arm’s-length negotiations between fund managers and prospective investors. As a result, it continues to evolve as markets and circumstances change.

This basic scheme is not without flaws, however. In particular, three aspects of private equity fund compensation have the potential to detract from the overarching alignment of interests. Because the funds operate within a more or less transparent market, however—at least with respect to their fee structures—the flaws tend to prove the model’s success, rather than underscore its failings. Thus, two of the more obvious defects have been largely eliminated by market forces, thereby further refining the overall elegance of the structure, while the third is not inherent to the model but rather an outgrowth of its success.

The first of these potential shortcomings has to do with the downside risk associated with an underperforming fund. For a manager who is paid only in the presence of a profit, a large loss is the same as a small one.\footnote{See SCHELL, supra note 12, § 3.02[2], at 3-21 to -23.} Thus, the concern is that a straight carried interest could encourage excessive risk-taking whenever a fund’s activities are yielding a loss. Indeed, as losses accrue, the risk increases that a fund manager would engage in unwarranted speculation in the hope that the fund could be returned to profitability.\footnote{See id.} Thus, the manager of a losing fund may find her interests diverging from those of her investors.

To address this possibility, fund managers have typically been required to invest a significant portion of their personal wealth in their funds alongside other investors.\footnote{See, e.g., PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS, supra note 12, at 23 (reporting that the mean contribution by general partners in the survey was 3.25% for buyout funds and 2.1% for venture capital funds); MERCER REPORT, supra note 12, at 12-14. For a $1 billion fund, this means an investment by the managers of around $30 million. Note however, that under current law such an investment by a public equity fund manager would probably violate the prohibition against self-dealing. See 29 U.S.C. § 1106(b)(1) (2000).} Eddie Lampert, for example, the lead principal of ESL Investments, personally contributed almost half of the $11.5 billion that ESL currently has under management.\footnote{Gretchen Morgenson, Saving Sears Doesn’t Look Easy Anymore, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 27, 2008,} Although this began
as a way to finesse a quirk in early partnership statutes, it has developed into a means for penalizing fund managers who gamble with their investors’ dollars. In a similar development, venture capital fund managers frequently co-invest in portfolio companies alongside their fund. Thus, the typical private equity compensation structure already accounts for the downside risk of overspeculation by giving the managers something to lose. The fund managers are themselves investors with their own capital at risk.

The second defect inherent in the basic carried interest involves the potential for fund managers to benefit from general market movements. To the extent a particular market sector is hot, it is often the case that even the weakest players in that sector will see their share prices increase. Thus, a fund manager who invests in such companies will be rewarded less for the quality of her performance than as a result of fortune’s grace. Why, then, should an investor forfeit twenty percent of his profits for an otherwise unremarkable effort?

Private equity fund compensation provides two answers to this prospective risk. First, hedge fund managers generally seek to achieve high absolute returns (on a risk-adjusted basis), rather than relative returns. Their goal is therefore not to outperform any particular market index or other stated benchmark, but to achieve positive results regardless of the business environment. For governance purposes, this means that the compensation of hedge fund managers has less correlation to general market movements than would be the case if they sought merely to beat the market. Second, many of the best private equity fund managers charge a carried interest only to the extent that fund profits exceed a so-called “hurdle rate” or “priority return.” Although there is a great deal of variation in how such hurdles are defined, they are frequently tied to bond market indices, such as the London Interbank Offered Rate or the yield on twelve-month treasury bills, or to other appropriate financial benchmarks.

§ 3, at 1.
141. See Schell, supra note 12, § 3.02[2], at 3-21 to -23.
142. See Private Equity Terms & Conditions, supra note 12, at 24–25 (reporting that 30% of buyout fund general partners and almost 16% of venture capital fund general partners retain the option of co-investing).
143. See Schell, supra note 12, § 3.02[2], at 3-21 to -23.
144. See Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 8, at 139, 143.
146. See David Einhorn, Fooling Some of the People All of the Time: A Long Short Story 17–18 (2008).
147. See Private Equity Terms & Conditions, supra note 12, at 41–42 (reporting that 88.2% of buyout funds and 42.3% of venture capital funds in the survey provided for the payment of priority returns before the advisers earned their carried interest); see also Mercer Report, supra note 12, at 31–32. But see Victor Fleischer, The Missing Preferred Return, 31 J. Corp. L. 77, 82–86 (2005) (noting that venture capital funds, unlike leveraged buyout funds, typically do not calculate fund manager compensation by reference to a preferred return).
or market segments.\textsuperscript{148} In such cases, the fund managers receive their carried interest only to the extent they are able to produce profits that exceed such a pre-determined minimum level of performance. As a result, the portion of the fund’s success that is attributable to the underlying health of the economy or other factors beyond the managers’ control is factored out of the equation.\textsuperscript{149} Properly constructed to include hurdle rates, the carried interest therefore rewards only true performance.

Paradoxically, however, the third and most significant defect with the incentive-based nature of private equity fund compensation relates to the fact that the scheme appears to be working too well. As a result of soaring demand for such investments, there is evidence that bargaining power may be shifting away from fund investors. In particular, the recent influx of money from sovereign wealth funds seems to be tipping the balance in favor of fund managers.\textsuperscript{150} As could be expected, fund managers appear to be trying to translate this newfound negotiating power into greater protection from downside risk, thereby increasing agency costs.

The most obvious manifestation of this development has been a steady increase in the level of management fees.\textsuperscript{151} Historically, to offset high

\textsuperscript{148} See Schell, supra note 12, § 2.03[2], at 2-17 to -18. For example, many funds use a market index, such as the S&P 500, or simply a fixed rate of return in the range of 6% to 8%. See id.

\textsuperscript{149} Thus, for example, if a $10 million fund generated $5 million in profits during its first year, and if the hurdle rate were set at 5%, the first $10 million would be allocated to the investors as repayment of their initial capital, as would a return of 5% of their $10 million investment (or $500,000). The remaining $4.5 million—which is attributable to the effort and skill of the fund managers—would then be split eighty/twenty between the fund investors and the fund managers. At the end of the day, then, the investors would be allocated $14.1 million ($10 million plus $500,000 plus $3.6 million) while the fund managers would receive $900,000. Note, however, that most funds that provide for priority returns also adjust the calculation of the carried interest to permit the fund advisers to “catch up” once they have satisfied the priority amount. See, e.g., Private Equity Terms & Conditions, supra note 12, at 42 (providing a detailed mathematical example).


\textsuperscript{151} Note, by contrast, that private equity markets have tackled a similar problem with non-incentive based compensation in the past. The managers of leveraged buyout and other private equity funds are frequently in a position to charge their portfolio companies any number of fees that are not performance based, including investment banking fees, arrangement fees, consulting fees, and breakup fees for transactions that are never consummated. See Private Equity Terms & Conditions, supra note 12, at 35. Until the early 1990s, fund managers generally retained the entire amount of such fees, thereby disrupting their alignment of interests with investors. Id. More recently, however, fund investors have begun to claim as much as 80% of such fees so as to minimize their disparate
operating costs, private equity funds have charged a management fee of around two percent in addition to the carried interest. As initially conceived, such fees were intended to have a neutral impact on the fundamental alignment of interests between fund managers and fund investors. Indeed, many funds are structured such that the fund’s advisers must return the management fees to their investors, in addition to the investors’ invested capital, before taking their carried interest.

Were such fees truly limited to offsetting expenses, however, we would expect to see the stated percentages falling at the same time that the average size of funds has been increasing. In other words, due to the savings that come from economies of scale, the doubling of a fund’s assets should not require a doubling of its management fee. Recall, for example, that mutual fund fees have declined by more than half during the past two decades. Private equity fund management fees, however, stated in terms of a percentage, have remained steady.

By continuing to charge a fixed percentage of assets under management, managers appear to be masking the fact that the absolute size of their non-performance-based compensation has been steadily increasing as the average size fund has increased. Thus, a fund with $1 billion in assets now receives an annual management fee of $20 million regardless of its performance. Although its expenses may be significant, it is difficult not to believe that at least a portion of this amount is being used as insurance against a down year. Given that management fees lack any direct relation to profits, their growth undoubtedly serves to undercut the fund’s overall alignment of interests.

In something of a paradox, however, the current market turmoil appears to be having a positive effect on management fees. As stock and bond markets have tumbled in recent weeks, investors have put increased pressure on fund managers. As a result, a number of funds have been forced to reduce their fees going forward in order to retain their investors.

impact by mirroring the structure of the carried interest. Id. at 36.

152. Id. at 30; see also MERCER REPORT, supra note 12, at 16–19, 25–30; SCHELL, supra note 12, § 2.05[1], at 2-28 to -31. Management fees are generally in the range of 1% to 3%, with smaller funds charging the largest percentage fees, and a 2% fee being the most common. See, e.g., PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS, supra note 12, at 30–31 (noting that Blackstone Group’s newest fund will charge a management fee of 1.5% for the first $6 billion and 1% for the remainder of the fund).

153. See PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS, supra note 12, at 38 (noting that 86.8% of funds surveyed calculated the carried interest net of management fees and other expenses).


155. Of course, if performance were to lag too much, investors would presumably withdraw their capital.

156. A similar disalignment occurs as the result of front-end transaction fees earned by managers in connection with leveraged buyouts. See Michael C. Jensen, Eclipse of the Public Corporation, HARV. BUS. REV., Sept.–Oct. 1989, at 61, 74.
while others are considering such a move.\textsuperscript{158} In the short-run, then, concern over the negative impact of high management fees may prove to be overstated.

Even more importantly, however, the long-term ability of private equity fund managers to increase the non-performance-based portion of their compensation may actually suggest that the model has been proved a success. If funds have begun to charge excessive management fees because there is too much demand for their low-agency-cost model of investing, then the solution is to increase supply. Were regulators to permit other market players to charge a carried interest, the uniqueness of the private equity model would ebb. Investors would then be free to select investment vehicles based on their particular strategy or competence, rather than on the basis of their governance structure. As a result, the increase in supply would put downward pressure on private equity fund management fees. Such a reform would therefore have the dual benefit of improving the governance of both public and private equity funds.

Private equity fund compensation constitutes a proven model whereby incentive compensation causes managers to strive for results that are un tarnished by inside dealing. Operating free from legal restrictions or management exploitation, private equity markets have developed a sophisticated mechanism for aligning the interests of managers and investors. Unlike the compensation of public equity funds, the carried interest—when subject to a hurdle rate—rewards private equity fund managers only for superior performance. Meanwhile, unlike the compensation of corporate executives, a direct investment by the fund managers penalizes them for failure. The structure of private equity funds therefore recommends them as superb bearers of agency costs. Were they to serve as Bainbridge’s final watchers, they would indeed reduce overall agency costs.

D. Tentative Conclusion

The purpose of Part II has been to explore the differing incentives facing the managers of corporations, public equity funds and private equity funds, with an eye toward comparing the degree to which their interests coincide with those of their investors. The result has been a clear winner—private equity fund compensation is far superior in aligning the interests of managers and investors. It therefore constitutes a proven (American) model for reform.\textsuperscript{159}


\textsuperscript{159} Using American private equity funds as exemplars of good corporate governance offers the additional benefit of avoiding the risks associated with historical and cross-cultural analyses. See Roberta Romano, A Cautionary Note on Drawing Lessons from Comparative Corporate Law, 102 YALE L.J. 2021, 2036 (1993) (noting that it is difficult to judge which country’s system produces the
Returning to this Article’s original question, then, the above analysis suggests a tentative answer. Public equity funds should be enlisted as monitors, but only in the event they are permitted to adopt the governance structure of private equity funds. Policy makers, in other words, should narrow or repeal the limitations against most forms of incentive compensation that are contained in ERISA and the Investment Advisers Act. Furthermore, they should consider adding requirements akin to a hurdle rate and direct equity investment by the fund managers that serve to complete the alignment of interests created by a straight carried interest.

The skeptics’ most significant concern was that institutional investors, were they given greater power over corporate management, would themselves suffer from the same or greater agency costs. The analysis in Part II, however, suggests that if public equity fund managers were compensated by means of a carried interest, their interests would merge with those of their investors. Agency costs, at the level of the monitor, would therefore recede.

What remains to be asked is whether such funds, if they were incentivized to pursue shareholder interests, would in fact be capable of bringing discipline to the corporations in which they invest. In other words, would the expanded use of the carried interest reduce agency costs only at the level of the monitor, or would improved oversight be sufficient to decrease agency costs at the corporate level as well? I address this question in the first two subparts of Part III by contemplating the quality and impact of the monitoring currently undertaken by private equity funds. My assumption is that, if such oversight is indeed effective, it could be adopted for use by public equity funds, thereby expanding the market for good corporate governance. I explore this possibility in Part III.C.

III. THE PROMISE OF HEDGE FUND OVERSIGHT

The above discussion suggests that the model of governance adopted by hedge funds and other private equity funds is worth emulating. The combination of a carried interest, coupled with a hurdle rate and direct equity stake held by the managers, creates a clearly superior alignment of interests. Thus, if this model could be exported to public equity funds, they would themselves become more efficient bearers of corporate agency costs.
To be successful, however, a monitor must not only be an efficient bearer of agency costs but must also be capable of eliminating agency costs at the corporate level. Otherwise, no matter how closely the monitor’s interests were aligned with those of its investors, there would remain an excess of agency costs at the corporate level. Thus, before recommending public equity funds as monitors, we should consider not only their alignment of interests but also their oversight capabilities.

For purposes of this Article, however, it is not the existing level of public equity fund monitoring that is at issue. Rather, in order to assess whether public equity funds would be capable of bringing discipline to corporate America, we must consider instead the quality of monitoring currently undertaken by private equity funds. This is because public equity funds, were they compensated like private equity funds, would presumably adopt many of their activist investment strategies as well. An entity’s behavior, after all, is driven largely by the incentives facing its managers. It is therefore the investment strategies utilized by private equity funds that require further study.

In Part III.A, I explore the nature of the investment strategies utilized by private equity funds in order to determine their objectives and theoretical underpinnings. I then examine the existing empirical evidence in Part III.B to determine whether such strategies have their intended effects. Finally, in Part III.C, I conclude that the most likely outcome of deregulating public equity fund compensation would be to expand the market for good corporate governance. Moreover, because they are able to tap the vast capital resources of retail investors—resources that far surpass those available to private equity funds—the impact that public equity funds would have on such a market would be significantly enhanced.

A. The Theory

The activist investment style of private equity funds is intended to translate oversight into profits. Indeed, from an investment strategy pers-

161. See Illig, supra note 2, at 231 ("Put succinctly, private equity funds invest in active corporate monitoring because the structure of their compensation provides their managers with a direct financial incentive to do so... Permit the fund managers to share in the profits from monitoring and you give them a direct financial interest in more active oversight.").

162. U.S.-registered investment companies managed over $11 trillion at year-end 2006, with mutual funds accounting for 93% of the total. INVESTMENT COMPANY FACT BOOK, supra note 23, at 7. See also Tamar Frankel, The Scope and Jurisprudence of the Investment Management Regulation, 83 WASH. U. L.Q. 939, 944 (2005) ("At the end of 1974, the total net assets of mutual funds was $46 billion; at the end of 2000 it had reached $12 trillion."). Meanwhile, an additional $3 trillion was held by public pension funds. See Daisy Maxey, Pension Funds May Feel Little Subprime Strain, WALL ST. J., Apr. 2, 2007, at C15. But see Neil King, Jr., Cutting Ties: Should States Sell Stocks to Protest Links to Iran?, WALL ST. J., June 14, 2007, at A1 (estimating the size of the industry at closer to $1 trillion). By contrast, private equity funds appear to have managed to raise a relatively paltry $1.8 trillion. PRIVATE EQUITY TERMS & CONDITIONS, supra note 12, at 7.
pective, the key attribute that distinguishes private equity funds is that they intend to exercise influence over corporate management. When faced with an underperforming investment, their response is not to exit and lick their wounds in accordance with the so-called Wall Street Rule. Instead, traditional private equity funds seek to use their influence to improve the venture’s performance. Indeed, like a sort of financial Henry Higgins, their goal is to profit by discovering undervalued companies that are rife with potential and then making them over into successful enterprises. They are, in theory at least, the ultimate activist monitors.

To exercise oversight, private equity funds frequently seek to acquire formal control over their portfolio of investments. For example, leveraged buyout funds—often in concert with existing management—generally purchase sufficient securities of a target so as to take it private. Venture capital funds, meanwhile, frequently attempt to purchase a majority of the target’s voting power. Moreover, when acquiring outright control is not possible (or desirable), such funds generally acquire a significant block of shares coupled with contractual rights to influence management, such as representation on the board. Private equity funds also frequently negotiate for additional “springing” control rights that take effect in the event performance begins to lag. One example of this would be the right to additional board seats in the event that dividend or debt obligations are not paid when due.

163. See Marcel Kahan & Edward B. Rock, Hedge Funds in Corporate Governance and Corporate Control, 155 U. PA. L. REV. 1021, 1027 (2007) (noting that the investment strategy of many hedge funds “involves taking high stakes in portfolio companies in order to become activist, rather than diversifying and becoming involved (if at all) only ex post when companies are underperforming”).

164. See Emily Thornton, Perform or Perish, BUS. WK., Nov. 5, 2007, at 38, 43–44 (“The paradox of private equity is that expectations are often highest for the weakest companies, which offer the biggest turnaround potential.”).

165. See Jack S. Levin, Structuring Venture Capital, Private Equity, and Entrepreneurial Transactions ¶ 102, at 1–3 (2008); Schell, supra note 12, § 1.04[1], at 1-25.

166. See Gaughan, supra note 60, at 295. See generally Michelle Haynes, Steve Thompson & Mike Wright, Sources of Venture Capital Deals: MBOs, IBOs and Corporate Refocusing, in MANAGEMENT BUY-OUTS AND VENTURE CAPITAL: INTO THE NEXT MILLENNIUM 219, 219–37 (Mike Wright & Ken Robbie eds., 1999) (noting that many buyouts occur as a result of management’s decision to refocus and narrow its strategy).

167. See, e.g., Joseph W. Bartlett, Ross P. Barrett & Michael Butler, Advanced Private Equity Term Sheets and Series A Documents § 7.02, at 7-5 exhibit 1 (2007) (reporting on a survey of venture capital investment terms that found that 26% of venture capital funds “always” or “often” purchase a controlling interest, while another 33% “sometimes” do).

168. See, e.g., id. (summarizing the results of a survey of the frequency with which venture capital funds “always” or “often” demand and receive certain control rights—board seats (96%), anti-dilution privileges (93%), post-IPO registration rights (89%), redemption privileges (78%), negative covenants (73%), and drag-along rights (65%)). Interestingly, however, only 22% of venture capital funds “always” or “often” select the CEO. See, e.g., id.

Control can also be informal. For example, the first venture capital fund to back a particular company is generally able to control the company’s future financing opportunities and hence dictate its growth strategy. Although this can certainly be accomplished through formal means such as a right of first refusal or contractual veto right, it is more often a byproduct of the fact that venture funding is difficult to obtain. Thus, because of the risks involved in early stage investments, a company in need of additional rounds of financing may be unable to find anyone else willing to provide the necessary risk capital on better terms than the original venture capital investors. Moreover, even if other potential investors are willing to bear the risks associated with an investment, they may be reluctant to do so if their involvement is opposed by the company’s initial backers.

Control, however, need not be oppositional. Venture capital funds, for example, frequently offer advice and counsel in addition to financing. It is often the case, in fact, that they will recommend a board of outside advisers for a particular portfolio company or even appoint an experienced financial manager friendly with the fund as the company’s chief financial officer. Gordon Smith describes the relationship between venture capital investors and entrepreneurs as involving aspects of team-production that make it “more like a partnership than a principal–agent relationship.” In a similar manner, management-led buyouts represent a partnership among buyout funds and corporate managers that goes beyond mere financing. Even more importantly, managers of portfolio companies are typically
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173. See Thomas M. Doerflinger & Jack L. Rivkin, Risk and Reward: Venture Capital and the Making of America’s Great Industries 16 (1987) (describing that the role of venture capital “is to seek out talented engineers, scientists, and business executives who have an idea for a promising new business and give them not just money but ‘smart money’—money that is imbued with entrepreneurial savvy, business contacts, executive talent, and patience of financiers with long experience in helping small companies succeed”); Martin Kenney & Richard Florida, Venture Capital in Silicon Valley: Fueling New Firm Formation, in Understanding Silicon Valley: The Anatomy of an Entrepreneurial Region 98, 101 (Martin Kenney ed., 2000) (“As partners, venture capitalists actively try to affect the outcome of their investments by offering advice, providing contacts ranging from law firms and commercial real estate brokers to potential customers, assisting in corporate recruiting, and various other tasks.”).

174. D. Gordon Smith, Team Production in Venture Capital Investing, 24 J. Corp. L. 949, 950 (1999) (“The task of analyzing venture capital contracts through the lens of team production is complicated by the fact that the relationship between entrepreneur and venture capitalist does not fit easily into existing economic models of team production.”).

175. See Gaughan, supra note 60, at 317–18 (discussing the conflicting roles of managers engaged in a leveraged buyout); see also William W. Bratton, Hedge Funds and Governance Targets, 95 Geo. L.J. 1375, 1379, 1403–05, 1427–28 (2007) (finding that hedge funds that acquired 5% to 10% equity stakes in public targets frequently negotiated for a seat on the target’s board of directors).
given large equity stakes in their companies, thus further tying their interests to those of their private equity fund masters.\footnote{176}

Control acquisitions are not pursued uniformly by all players in the private equity markets, however. Hedge funds, in particular, avoid easy categorization.\footnote{177} As Marcel Kahan and Edward Rock point out, most traditional hedge funds pursue quantitative strategies and freely invest in a wide variety of non-equity securities, including options, derivatives, and debt instruments.\footnote{178} Many others, though they invest in order to exercise influence, acquire relatively small stakes, seek to work in concert with their peers, or both.\footnote{179} Indeed, such hedge funds are not properly considered private equity funds and, though important in both financial and governance markets, are not the subject of this Article. On the other hand, there is a small but growing group of hedge funds that operate more like traditional private equity funds in that they purchase control with the goal of realizing capital gains after a period of illiquidity that can last for several years.\footnote{180} One of the best known among them is ESL Investments, which in the past few years has acquired controlling stakes in both Kmart and Sears Roebuck, among other American corporate icons.\footnote{181}

\footnote{176} See Jensen, supra note 157, at 65. Indeed, according to Jensen “the salary of the typical LBO business-unit manager [in 1989 was] almost 20 times more sensitive to performance than that of the typical public-company manager.” Id. at 68. Although this ratio has almost certainly changed as stock options have proliferated at public companies, the early leadership of the buyout industry in the realm of incentive compensation is nonetheless instructive regarding the special relationship that exists among buyout investors and the managers of their portfolio companies. Additionally, because managers of buyout targets typically receive options only at the time of the leveraged buyout—and not each time their old options expire—their incentive to increase firm performance is greater than at companies where options are uniformly reloaded. See Carey, supra note 75, at 28.

\footnote{177} See SEC HEDGE FUND REPORT, supra note 11, at 33–34 (“The organizational documents of most hedge funds establish broad objectives and authorize multiple strategies in order to provide flexibility to take advantage of changing market conditions. . . . Hedge funds use a wide variety of investment styles and strategies.”).

\footnote{178} See Kahan & Rock, supra note 163, at 1046 (citing a study by J.P. Morgan to the effect that as little as 5% of all hedge fund assets are invested in activist monitoring strategies).

\footnote{179} See id.; see also Bratton, supra note 175 (studying hedge funds that acquire 5% to 10% stakes in public companies).

\footnote{180} See SEC HEDGE FUND REPORT, supra note 11, at 33 (“Certain hedge funds take large, concentrated positions in securities. . . . Finally, a number of hedge funds eschew all of these techniques and adopt traditional, long-only strategies similar to those used by most registered investment companies.”); cf. Brav, Jiang, Partnoy & Thomas, supra note 51, at 5, 19 (noting that hedge funds do not generally seek to acquire majority control of their targets). In a fascinating twist, there is evidence that venture capital funds are beginning to encroach on the turf previously controlled by buyout funds. See Rebecca Buckman, Venture Capital Goes Big, WALL ST. J., Oct. 5, 2007, at C1 (reporting that some venture capital funds, in search of profitable investments, have begun acquiring shares in “private and public companies with established revenues and profits”).

\footnote{181} See Robert Berner, The Next Warren Buffett?, BUS. Wk., Nov. 22, 2004, at 144, 144–46 (noting, as part of a cover story on fund manager Eddie Lampert, that ESL’s acquisitions of large retailers include not only Sears Roebuck and Kmart, but also AutoZone and AutoNation, as well as long-distance telecom MCI); In the Wake of Wal-Mart, ECONOMIST, Nov. 20, 2004, at 64, 64–65 (reporting that ESL had acquired a 53% stake in Kmart and a 13.5% stake in Sears).
Once control is established, private equity funds frequently cause management to take actions that favor shareholder interests, thus reducing agency costs. These include trimming operating costs, monetizing underutilized assets, and changing corporate culture. Indeed, accountability to shareholder interests is ratcheted up to an almost unbearable degree. According to one study, seventy-four percent of the top managers of buyout targets were eventually replaced due to poor performance. The long-term investment strategy of private equity funds also allows their targets to avoid some of the costs associated with the short-term outlook that is so prevalent among public company managers.

Private equity funds, in other words, do not earn their outsized returns through superior stock-picking acumen. Rather, they do so by attempting to improve the performance of the companies in which they invest. They are, in fact, engaged in a firm-specific market for good corporate governance. They vie with one another not to recognize potential targets that suffer from few inefficiencies, but to eliminate agency costs from those with many.

The activist investment strategy pursued by private equity funds can be distinguished from that pursued by public equity funds. Mutual funds and public pension funds generally do not make investments with the goal of influencing individual firm policy. Rather, they market themselves as aggregators of capital. Their primary function is to provide the benefits of

182. See Brav, Jiang, Thomas & Partnoy, supra note 51, at 37 (finding that hedge fund activism can reduce agency costs by increasing managerial discipline).

183. See, e.g., Thornton, supra note 164, at 40 (“With financial conditions so tight, buyout chiefs’ best shot at generating strong returns in the U.S. lies in their ability to make the companies they control more profitable—slashing costs, boosting sales in global markets, and paying down debt.”).

184. See id. at 41 (“Private equity firms expect their CEOs to succeed on two fronts. They must make the smart and aggressive moves needed to yield quick financial improvements. And they must radically alter corporate psychology so that the changes they make stick.”).

185. Id. (citing a study by Ernst & Young of LBOs of companies that were sold or taken public in 2006).

186. See, e.g., Theo Francis, HCA Chief Enjoying the Private Life, WALL. ST. J., Jan. 7, 2008, at B1 (Jack O. Bovender, the CEO of HCA, stated: “Being a private company gives you a chance to retool yourself on a much longer-term basis without worrying about quarter-to-quarter blips in your earnings because you’ve made these decisions for the long term.”).

187. Industry insiders generally articulate this concept by noting that private equity funds compete based upon four factors: their access to deals, their access to leverage, their ability to manage costs, and their ability to pick deals. Considered from the light of corporate governance, however, it seems clear that at least the first and last of these factors, and probably the third as well, are actually just aspects of the broader competition to minimize agency costs. In other words, the term “deal” in this formulation must really be interpreted more narrowly as meaning “deal that presents the opportunity to identify and minimize agency costs.” Thus, competition among private equity funds in actuality revolves around the fund managers’ ability to access and select (and then manage) investment opportunities that present an excess of agency costs. See, e.g., DAVID F. SWENSEN, PIONEERING PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT: AN UNCONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT 245 (2000) (noting that “private equity managers with the ability to facilitate operating improvements [in targeted companies] possess unusual skills, for which they and their partners receive outsized compensation.”).

188. See Kahan & Rock, supra note 163, at 1069 (“Mutual fund and public pension fund activism, if it occurs, tends to be incidental and ex post.”).
diversification to investors with relatively small portfolios.\textsuperscript{189} Moreover, when they do become engaged in activist monitoring, it is generally aimed at structural or systemic change.\textsuperscript{190} CalPERS, the influential California state pension fund, for example, led an effort in the mid-1980s to induce firms to remove antitakeover protections from their charters.\textsuperscript{191} The goal of this effort was not to increase firm-specific profitability, but to improve the overall health of the market for corporate control.

Private equity fund activism can also be distinguished from the oversight strategy envisioned by early proponents of institutional investor monitoring. For scholars like Black, for example, the proper goal of institutional investors is not control but “voice.”\textsuperscript{192} They view expanded monitoring as merely incremental change, whereby public equity funds would exercise greater influence through shareholder proxy proposals, coordinated voting efforts, and private negotiations with management.\textsuperscript{193} Perhaps anticipating Bainbridge’s concern regarding who will watch the watchers, they stop short of proposing that institutional investors acquire actual con-
control of public companies. For them, institutional investor monitoring is intended more as a gentle prod than a painful bite.

As the above discussion demonstrates, private equity funds engage in control acquisitions with the intent to pressure management to adhere more closely to shareholder interests. Companies that are the subject of leveraged buyouts or other private equity transactions exchange a diverse and individually toothless mass of anonymous shareholders for a single, dominant master. When performance lags, executives are sacked, assets are monetized, operations are streamlined, and companies are merged to realize economies of scale. Much to the delight of investors—and the chagrin of inefficient managers—private equity funds seek to enrich themselves by squeezing agency costs out of bloated and underperforming companies. Thus, under the watchful eye of their new shareholder-disciplinarians, corporate managers should in theory seek to adhere more closely to the goal of profit maximization. In fact, as described in the following subpart, private equity fund monitoring appears in practice to succeed admirably in this respect.

B. The Evidence

In practice as well as in theory, the activist oversight strategy pursued by private equity funds appears to accomplish its goal of improving corporate performance and reducing net agency costs. Certainly, there have been some spectacular failures, especially among traditional hedge funds. The most notorious of these was of course the sudden collapse of Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) in the fall of 1998. The events leading up to the $3.6 billion loss of LTCM are chronicled in colorful fashion in ROGER LOWENSTEIN, WHEN GENIUS FAILED: THE RISE AND FALL OF LONG-TERM CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (2000). Another lesser-known but nonetheless significant collapse involved Amaranth Advisors, which lost over $3 billion in a few short weeks in 2006. See Gretchen Morgenson & Jenny Anderson, A Hedge Fund’s Loss Rattles Nerves, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 19, 2006, at C1 (attributing the fund’s decline to a fall in natural gas prices). Despite such newsworthy failures, however, most funds close because of lackluster performance, not disastrous implosion. Hedge Podge: Despite Mixed Results, Hedge Funds Earn a Little Respect, ECONOMIST, Feb. 16, 2008, at 83, 83 (“For every Bear Stearns “enhanced-leverage” fund that loses all of its value, there are five or six funds that shut after a fall of a few percentage points.”).
wake of the ongoing subprime mortgage crisis. However, overall returns on private equity investments consistently surpass market averages. Indeed, one study found an average 235% annualized return among buyout funds during the period from 1980 to 1986. Moreover, for the moment at least, many private equity funds appear to have avoided the worst of the fallout from the collapse of the subprime mortgage market. Certainly, they have not required the type of bailout granted to Wall

197. In hindsight, in fact, the onset of the current liquidity crisis appears closely tied to the disintegration in 2007 of two hedge funds associated with Bear Stearns, a development that led directly to the 84-year-old firm’s first ever quarterly loss and the ouster of its CEO. See Kate Kelly, Cayne to Step Down As Bear Stearns CEO, WALL ST. J., Jan. 8, 2008, at A1; Jennifer Levitz & Kate Kelly, Bear Faces First Loss, Fraud Complaint, WALL ST. J., Nov. 15, 2007, at C1. Several months later, the venerable firm was sold to J.P. Morgan Chase for a fraction of its pre-crisis value of over $170 per share. See Andrew Ross Sorkin, In Sweeping Move, Fed Backs Buyout and Wall Street Loan, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 17, 2008, at A1. Meanwhile, others in the industry continue to be hit. See, e.g., Jenny Strasburg & Gregory Zuckerman, June Is Cruel to Big Names as Prentice, Tosca Get Hit, WALL ST. J., July 11, 2008, at C1; Landon Thomas Jr., Tight Credit, Tough Times for Buyout Lords, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 8, 2008, at C1. More recently, as stock market indices have been pummeled by the credit meltdown, a number of funds have suffered setbacks as well. See, e.g., Story, supra note 158, at C7 (“In recent weeks, several funds have closed, most notably a fund run by Ospraie Management. Rumors about troubled hedge funds like Atticus Capital have unsettled the broader markets.”); Peter Lattman, Craig Karmin & Pui-Wang Tam, Private Equity Draws the Cold Shoulder, WALL ST. J., Nov. 4, 2008, at C1 (reporting that the storied private equity fund, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co., announced that it would delay its planned IPO until 2009).

198. See, e.g., GEORGE P. BAKER & GEORGE DAVID SMITH, THE NEW FINANCIAL CAPITALISTS: KOHLBERG KRAVIS ROBERTS AND THE CREATION OF CORPORATE VALUE 207–09 (1998) (reporting returns of 13.8% to 40.2% on a portfolio of leveraged buyout investments); MERCER REPORT, supra note 12, at 86 (finding that “annual returns range from 0% to more than 30%, with an average of 10% to 20%, far surpassing the 9% to 10% average returns historically realized by common stock investors”); Michael C. Jensen, Active Investors, LBOs, and the Privatization of Bankruptcy, J. APPLIED CORP. FIN., Spring 1989, at 35, 39 (testifying to Congress that returns on successful leveraged buyouts ranged from 40% to 56%); Greg Ip & Henny Sender, Private Money: The New Financial Order, WALL ST. J., July 25, 2006, at A1 (reporting that buyout funds had average annual returns of 24% in 2004 and 2005, triple the return of the S&P 500). In 2006, the nation’s highest paid hedge fund manager posted a 44% return, net of fees, while the second and third posted returns of around 30% and 24.5%, respectively. Taub, supra note 130, at 42–43.

199. Steven Kaplan, The Effects of Management Buyouts on Operating Performance and Value, 24 J. FIN. ECON. 217, 236–37 (1989); see also Chris J. Muscarella & Michael R. Vetsuyens, Efficiency and Organizational Structure: A Study of Reverse LBOs, 45 J. FIN. 1389, 1389 (1990) (finding that, consistent with theory, “LBOs create real gains and improvements in operating performance, perhaps because of a more efficient ownership structure and allocation of residual claims under private ownership”). But see Steven N. Kaplan & Antoinette Schoar, Private Equity Performance: Returns, Persistence, and Capital Flows, 60 J. Fin. 1791, 1791–92 (2005) (“On average, LBO fund returns net of fees are slightly less than those of the S&P 500: VC fund returns are lower than the S&P 500 on an equal-weighted basis, but higher than the S&P 500 on a capital weighted basis.”). The more recent vintage of this study raises the possibility that buyouts and other private equity transactions have been historically profitable, but that changing economic conditions are making them less so. Cf. Anne Tergesen, Time to Hedge on Hedge Funds?, BUS. WK., Sept. 13, 2004, at 104, 104–06 (reporting on research that shows sliding returns among hedge funds).

200. See, e.g., Gregory Zuckerman, Hedge Funds Bounce Back—In a Big Way, WALL ST. J., Nov. 19, 2007, at C1 (quoting one fund manager stating: “Everyone got nervous over the summer, but now the good managers are taking advantage of the market’s volatility.”). Notably, the worst-hit funds are those whose investment strategies are tied most closely to the health of the overall economy. Story, supra note 158, at C7 (“The worst hit are funds that bet on events like mergers, companies’ stock prices, bonds and those that missed the turn in the price of oil.”). Moreover, private equity
Street’s major investment banks, and 2007, which witnessed the onset of the credit meltdown, was a banner year for many in the industry. This model of activist investing has thus proven profitable for investors. This much was predicted by the findings in Part II.C. But what is the impact of private equity funds on their targets?

In 1989 Michael Jensen forecasted that the once-dominant public corporation would soon be eclipsed by “LBO Associations,” at least with respect to old-economy companies. Though his prediction has proven exaggerated (or at least premature), the past two years witnessed nine of the ten largest leveraged buyouts in history. Thus, the question remains pressing: Have private equity funds indeed proven themselves adept at monitoring corporate agency costs, or are their superior returns merely the result of misappropriating value from other corporate constituents?

Economists and other experts in corporate finance have conducted a number of empirical studies over the past two decades in an attempt to determine the impact of leveraged buyouts and other private equity investments on target companies. In general, they have found that the model does work. Buyouts create shareholder value. Not only do private equity funds prosper from their activist investment strategy, but so too do the other shareholders of their targets.

The most obvious technique for measuring the impact of leveraged buyouts is to compare the market value of target firms pre- and post-acquisition. Using this methodology, Steven Kaplan found a 77% increase in median value (adjusted for market returns) among buyout targets.
from 1980 to 1986. This represented a median market-adjusted return of 37% for pre-buyout shareholders and a median market-adjusted return of 28% for post-buyout investors. In a separate study, Gregor Andrade and Steven Kaplan determined that highly leveraged transactions earned significantly positive market-adjusted returns, even in instances where they subsequently encountered financial distress. A number of additional studies also support the conclusion that leveraged buyouts result in gains of 15%–40% for a target company’s pre-buyout shareholders.

More important for corporate governance purposes than market price, however, is the impact that buyouts have on operating performance. To determine this, Phillip Phan and Charles Hill surveyed managers at 214 completed buyouts and found improvements in “goals, strategy, and structure . . . as demonstrated by increases in productivity and profitability.” Frank Lichtenberg and Donald Siegel, using a different methodology, found that manufacturing plants involved in leveraged buyouts had significantly higher rates of productivity growth than non-targeted plants in the same industry. Moreover, although several early studies failed to find measurable improvements in post-buyout performance, a statistical study by Scott Smart and Joel Waldfogel supported the conclusion that management-led buyouts yield significant improvements in overall performance.
This result was also supported by separate studies undertaken by Tim Opler, Harbir Singh, and Abbie Smith, among others.\textsuperscript{214}

Admittedly, there is some question regarding the longevity of any buyout-related gains. For example, François Degeorge and Richard Zeckhauser found that although operating profits improved significantly following a leveraged buyout, they tended to fall shortly after the company returned to public ownership, perhaps due to insiders’ superior knowledge regarding the company’s (poor) future prospects.\textsuperscript{215} In another study, however, William Long and David Ravenscraft found that any decrease in performance among whole-company leveraged buyouts was delayed until at least three years following the target’s return to public ownership, thereby suggesting causal factors unrelated to the buyout.\textsuperscript{216} Moreover, given that research by Kaplan found that buyout targets remained private for a median period of almost seven years, it is clear that overall increases in operating performance were anything but short-lived.\textsuperscript{217}

Paradoxically, however, the most instructive study regarding the impact of leveraged buyouts may be one that found negative results. According to Philippe Desbrières and Alain Schatt, leveraged buyouts in France result in decreased performance.\textsuperscript{218} They posit, however, that differences
between U.S. and French financial markets are such that leveraged buyouts in France are conducted under the very opposite conditions as in the U.S. Pre-buyout French companies tend to be already highly concentrated in ownership, for example, and take on less debt as part of the transaction.\footnote{Id. at 722 ("LBOs in France are mostly used when they involve a transfer of or a succession in family businesses.").} Most importantly, the targets of French buyouts tend to be those with the best performance, not the worst.\footnote{Id. ("By and large, MBO operations in France are carried out on firms whose financial situation is better than that of the other companies in the same sector of activity.").} Thus, opportunities for the acquiring fund to improve performance through the elimination of unnecessary agency costs are absent in the French model. We therefore again see a strong connection between the privatization of underperforming companies and the elimination of agency costs.

A number of studies have also attempted to measure the impact of hedge funds on the economy. Unfortunately, such studies tend to focus on those hedge funds that pursue quantitative or macroeconomic strategies, rather than those that behave more akin to traditional private equity funds.\footnote{See, e.g., Carl Ackerman, Richard McEnally & David Ravenscraft, The Performance of Hedge Funds: Risk, Return, and Incentives, 54 J. Fin. 833, 846–53 (1999) (examining the returns earned by a large sample of hedge funds from 1988 to 1995); Stephen J. Brown, William N. Goetzmann & Roger G. Ibbotson, Offshore Hedge Funds: Survival and Performance, 1989–95, 72 J. Bus. 91 (1999) (examining the performance of off-shore hedge funds); Bing Liang, Hedge Fund Performance: 1990–1999, FIN. ANALYSTS J., Jan.–Feb. 2001, at 11, 12–13 (reporting above-market returns for hedge funds by category of investment strategies).} Their usefulness for purposes of this Article is therefore minimal.

However, several studies of hedge fund activism have focused on the impact of investments that fall short of control. Thomas Briggs, for example, uncovered data that suggest that even relatively small hedge fund investments result in pressure on their targets to improve their governance structures.\footnote{Thomas W. Briggs, Corporate Governance and the New Hedge Fund Activism: An Empirical Analysis, 32 J. Corp. L. 681, 722 (2007) (finding that “the pressure [hedge funds] bring is forcing managements far beyond those of the few specific companies directly affected to come up with their own good ideas or, in Martin Lipton’s words, to ‘[r]eview basic strategy’)” (second alteration in original).} In a similar study of non-controlling acquisitions, William Bratton found that target companies both improved their governance structures and outperformed the market.\footnote{See Bratton, supra note 175, at 1418–22 (examining the performance of a hypothetical portfolio comprised of targets of hedge fund activism).} Finally, Alon Brav, Wei Jiang, Randall Thomas, and Frank Partnoy found that low-level hedge fund activism resulted in improved operating performance, higher dividend payments, increased CEO turnover, and decreased CEO compensation, among other positive gains.\footnote{See Brav, Jiang, Thomas & Partnoy, supra note 51, at 2–6 (examining data of hedge fund activism from 2001 to 2006).} Because these studies involve hedge funds
that do not engage in traditional private equity investments, however, their results offer clues, but not answers, to the questions asked by this Article.

The impact of venture capital investing is particularly difficult to quantify given the steep growth curve of most successful start-ups and the many changes that one would expect to occur as part of their natural development. However, it is probably safe to assume that many if not most venture capital backed start-ups would not have found (affordable) financing but for the availability of these funds.225 In this respect, the impact of venture capital on the overall economy has been enormously positive. The success of Silicon Valley is, without exaggeration, the envy of financiers the world over.226 Inflows into American venture capital funds reached $105 billion annually in 2000, with such monies fueling the development of storied companies such as Microsoft, Apple, and Intel.227 Moreover, by concentrating their investments in industries characterized by significant levels of uncertainty and market variability, venture capital funds fuel innovation and encourage risk-taking.228 Venture capitalists, in other words, will go where banks and other more risk-averse sources of capital will not. Indeed, numerous studies have concluded that the availability of venture funding has a strong positive impact on an economy’s overall level of innovation.229

Surely one final, but non-scientific, measure of the success of private equity must be the continued demand for such investments expressed by wealthy and sophisticated investors who could easily choose to invest elsewhere. Indeed, the overall private equity market continues to be both vibrant and growing. Private equity funds raised $215.4 billion during 2006, an increase of 33% over the prior year and far above the record $177.1 billion raised in 2000.230 In total, the industry is estimated to actively manage as much as $3 trillion in investment capital.231 Given that access to such funds is limited to highly wealthy investors with access to

225. See LERNER, HARDYMON & LEAMON, supra note 169, at 4–5 (arguing that neither individual investors nor traditional banks have the expertise and flexibility necessary to finance high-risk ventures); Dent, supra note 170, at 1032.
226. See Timothy J. Sturgeon, How Silicon Valley Came to Be, in UNDERSTANDING SILICON VALLEY, supra note 173, at 15, 15 ("The rise of Silicon Valley has garnered worldwide attention because it seemed to offer the possibility that a region with no prior industrial history could make a direct leap to a leading-edge industrial economy.").
227. See GOMPERS & LERNER, supra note 135, at 1.
228. See id. at 3.
229. See, e.g., id. at 273–307. Gompers and Lerner concluded that “venture capital accounted for 8 percent of industrial innovations in the decade ending in 1992.” Id. at 306.
230. Tennille Tracy, Moving the Market: Private-Equity Firms Raked in Record Amounts Last Year, WALL ST. J., Jan. 11, 2007, at C6. Of this $215.4 billion, approximately $25 billion, or 11% of the total, went to venture capital funds, while $149 billion, or 69% of the total, went to leveraged buyout funds. Id.
any number of other investment opportunities, this is truly a mark of success.232

At least in traditional financial terms, then, there appears to be a strong body of evidence suggesting that the investment strategies pursued by private equity funds yield significantly positive results, both for fund investors and for target company shareholders. To the extent such strategies result from the governance structure of private equity funds, it is therefore a governance structure worthy of emulation. By closely aligning the interests of managers and investors, private equity funds have developed a highly effective means for reducing agency costs. The carried interest, when coupled with a hurdle rate and a direct equity stake that subjects managers to a portion of the downside risk, forces fund managers to pay close attention to the performance of their portfolio companies and to take active and firm-specific steps to constantly improve such performance. The monitoring strategy engaged in by private equity funds therefore successfully reduces agency costs at both the fund level and the level of the fund’s target companies.

C. Fostering a Market for Good Corporate Governance

As I mentioned earlier in this Article, there are essentially only two strategies for reducing agency costs. On the one hand, the agent’s interests can be made to better coincide with the interests of its principal, thus reducing agency costs directly. On the other hand, an outside monitor can be enlisted to discipline the agent on behalf of its principal. The problem with monitors, of course, is that they are themselves agents who suffer from their own set of agency costs. Thus, reform efforts aimed at increased monitoring must inevitably return full circle to the problem of aligning interests.233 Otherwise, agency costs are not reduced, they are simply relocated.

Part II of this Article focused on the first half of the equation. In it, I demonstrated that, although the governance structure of both corporations and public equity funds are poorly designed to reduce agency costs, private equity fund compensation creates a tight alignment of interests. The first two subparts of Part III then focused on the second half of the equa-

---

232. In order to remain exempt from the registration requirements of the Investment Company Act, private equity funds with more than one hundred investors must bar individuals with less than $5 million actively invested in the markets, as well as entities with less than $25 million actively invested. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 80a-2(a)(5)(A), -3(c)(7) (2006). Thus, the money being invested in private equity markets comes from highly sophisticated investors.

233. See Bratton, supra note 73, at 1581 (“If the economics of corporate governance teach us anything, it is that agency problems will not be solved unless actors have an incentive to solve them.”).
tion. In those subparts, I argued that private equity fund monitoring effectively reduces agency costs at the corporate level as well.

Thus, this Article suggests that the promise of private equity fund compensation arises from its ability to combine these two governance strategies, thereby resolving the defects in both. The carried interest, coupled with a hurdle rate and direct investment by the fund managers, tightly aligns the interests of private equity fund managers with those of investors. At the same time, the need to justify large fees—as well as the opportunity to earn such fees—causes the managers to become active and effective corporate monitors. Their profits come not from picking the winners, but from improving the performance of the losers.

Having thus explored the promise of private equity fund governance, it is now possible to return to this Article’s initial question: Would it be beneficial to imbue public equity funds with significant monitoring abilities? The answer is an emphatic but conditional yes. Public equity funds could become excellent corporate monitors, but only if they are permitted to adopt the governance structure of a private equity fund. The result would be to better align managerial and investor interests, while simultaneously fostering an expanded market for good corporate governance.

Before concluding, however, it is worth considering what such a regime might look like. An assumption underlying the work of most corporate governance scholars is that institutional investor monitoring, were it to occur, would be limited to one of two forms. The first form—call it the American model—would be akin to the concept of shareholder voice espoused by proponents such as Black. Under this model, public equity funds would continue to hold relatively small, dispersed stakes of five percent or less, but would combine their efforts and use their increased access to management’s proxy to advocate for systemic governance reforms. Institutional investors would have influence over the direction of future governance decisions, but would not exercise control over firm-specific policy.

The alternative form that many scholars fear would result—call this the European or Asian model—would be characterized by relatively static securities markets in which banks and other financial intermediaries own a

234. Of course, in light of the material discussed in this Article, one could just as easily ask the opposite question: If private equity funds are so well suited to monitoring, why not expand their influence by allowing retail investors to purchase direct equity stakes in such funds? In short, the answer is that investors in public equity funds are protected by a host of other regulations that make public equity funds much safer investment vehicles than hedge funds and other private equity funds. These include detailed reporting and fraud standards, as well as diversification requirements. See, e.g., sources cited infra notes 255–58 and accompanying text. Thus, from a regulatory standpoint, it would be a far narrower—and thus safer—reform to deregulate public equity fund compensation than to remove eligible investor standards from hedge funds and other private equity funds.

235. See supra note 192 and accompanying text.

236. See Black, supra note 6, at 816.
majority of the stock of most large industrial enterprises. Under this scenario, were they actually empowered as powerful monitors, institutional investors would seek to exercise permanent dominion over corporate America. Seen in this light, the potential for agency costs to proliferate at the monitoring level seems glaringly real.

I doubt, however, that either model would be the likely result of deregulating American public equity fund compensation. As Mark Roe has demonstrated, a country’s particular form of corporate governance is influenced to a large degree by its unique politics and culture. Therefore, it is unlikely that any one set of economic circumstances will lead inexorably to a particular governance system. Indeed, Coffee has pointed out that the existing legal constraints on U.S. public equity funds are not dissimilar to those impacting European and Japanese institutional investors, and yet the results are quite distinct. Cultural expectations and investment outlook, in other words, matter a great deal.

An important benefit of using private equity funds as exemplars of good governance is that the model has truly American roots. Although private equity markets are beginning to flourish outside the U.S., their early development has been closely tied to American culture and experience. There is therefore every reason to believe that, if American public equity funds were governed like American private equity funds, they would behave like American private equity funds, not like European banks or Japanese keiretsu. In fact, one can imagine public equity funds, under such circumstances, competing to recruit the same talent as private equity funds, and perhaps even attempting to poach their managers. They would, in other words, be the same people but with the additional resource of a vast pool of retail investment savings.


238. Coffee, supra note 27, at 1286 (arguing that “a close comparative analysis demonstrates that the actual limitations placed by American law on financial institutions as investors are not significantly more restrictive than, for example, the applicable laws in Japan and certain other comparable economies” in Europe).

239. See Private Equity Terms & Conditions, supra note 12, at 61. A good deal has been written on the American origins of the private equity industry. See, e.g., Doerflinger & Rivkin, supra note 173 (tracing venture capital’s impact over time on the development of various American industries); The First Venture Capitalist: George Doriot on Leadership, Capital, & Business Organization (Udayan Gupta ed., 2004) (chronicling the life of the founder of ARD, America’s first professional venture capital fund); Kenney & Florida, supra note 173 (tracing the parallel histories of the development of the venture capital industry and of the Silicon Valley region of California).

240. Large Japanese companies are frequently organized into groups, called keiretsu, which are characterized by overlapping share-ownership. As a result, ownership of such companies is mostly static. Many large Korean companies are similarly organized into chaebol. See generally Ronald J. Gilson & Curtis J. Milhaupt, Choice as Regulatory Reform: The Case of Japanese Corporate Governance, 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 343, 345–46 (2005).
Certainly, even if they were permitted to charge a carried interest, many public equity fund managers would see their brightest future in continuing to offer low-risk, low-reward investments. After all, a substantial portion of any investment portfolio must always be retained in relatively conservative products.\textsuperscript{241} It is also doubtful that there would be a sufficiently deep pool of monitoring talent for all fund managers to suddenly become activist.\textsuperscript{242} In other words, not everyone would change their fee structure or investment strategy in response to deregulation.

However, it is likely that many public equity fund managers would prefer to join their private equity counterparts in a market for good corporate governance. Given the chance to become truly activist, they would compete to identify and streamline companies that underperform their potential or suffer from an excess of agency costs.\textsuperscript{243} Indeed, just such a cultural shift occurred in the late 1970s when new Department of Labor regulations clarified that pension funds could invest in private equity funds.\textsuperscript{244} It also happened in the 1980s when bond markets were liberalized.\textsuperscript{245} In both cases many previously staid market players eagerly jumped at the chance to play in more profitable—albeit also more risky—markets. Thus, given the history of Wall Street, it is difficult to imagine that the opportunity to earn twenty percent fees would long be ignored by the majority of fund managers.

In fact, one can already observe tentative efforts to expand the market for good corporate governance by combining aspects of public and private equity funds. Pension funds, for example, as mentioned above, have for

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{241} Modern portfolio theory suggests that prudent investors will seek to balance their holdings so as to include a range of investments with varying risk profiles. Thus, despite the fact that private equity funds hold the promise of greater returns, few rational investors would allocate more than a modest portion of their capital to such high-risk ventures. Instead, the bulk of their portfolio will be spread among a variety of investments, including many that are considered “safe.” \textit{See generally} Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane & Alan J. Marcus, \textit{Essentials of Investments} 161–200 (6th ed. 2007) (discussing methods for constructing efficient portfolios composed of the optimal level of risk).

\item \textsuperscript{242} \textit{See} Meyer & Mathonet, \textit{supra} note 135, at 15–16 (discussing the impact that high-quality managers have on the results of a given investment portfolio).

\item \textsuperscript{243} \textit{See} Illig, \textit{supra} note 2, at 231–32.

\item \textsuperscript{244} Indeed, many industry watchers attribute the rise of professional venture capital firms to changes in the Department of Labor’s interpretation of ERISA’s “prudent investor” standard. Lerner, Hardymon & Leamon, \textit{supra} note 169, at 2. Prior interpretations had left uncertain whether pension funds could safely invest in “venture capital or other high-risk asset classes.” \textit{Id.} However, in 1979, the Department of Labor issued a release that clarified the standard to permit such investments. \textit{Id.} Another factor may have been the rise of limited partnerships, which—unlike Small Business Investment Companies—were not restricted in investment options, and which made possible performance-based fee arrangements. \textit{Id.; see also} Mercer Report, \textit{supra} note 12, at 85.

\item \textsuperscript{245} \textit{See} Louis Lowenstein, \textit{Sense and Nonsense in Corporate Finance} 1–5 (1991) (describing the transformation of financial markets that took place in the 1970s and 1980s in response to Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker’s announcement that interest rates, and hence bond prices, would no longer be fixed); Boyer, \textit{supra} note 47, at 1000 (‘‘After Volcker’s speech . . . the bond market was transformed from a backwater into a casino.’’) (alteration in original) (quoting Michael Lewis, \textit{Liars’ Poker: Rising Through the Wreckage on Wall Street} 35–36 (1989)).
\end{itemize}
many years invested a portion of their assets in venture capital, while a number of mutual funds have been formed in recent years with the express purpose of doing likewise. Conversely, several private equity funds have recently sought public financing, thereby morphing themselves into a sort of quasi-public equity fund. Thus, the lines separating public and private equity have begun to blur as the two camps seek to emulate one another’s strengths. Private equity funds have begun to tap the deep pool of retail dollars now available only to public equity funds, while public equity funds seek to garner a share of the profits to be made from active monitoring.

Fee deregulation, however, is unlikely to result in a static system of bank domination of the industrial economy. This is because funds that elect to charge a carried interest could do so successfully only so long as they achieve above-average returns. In other words, if a newly active fund did not significantly outperform its more traditional rivals, it would be unable to justify its high level of fees and so would begin to lose investors.

In practice, this means that once a fund has squeezed the agency costs out of a particular portfolio company, it would need to liquidate such investment because of the opportunity cost involved with its retention. In this way, an enhanced market for good corporate governance would be likely to preserve the cyclical character of private equity markets. Control over a given corporation would be maintained for only a few years at a time. Thus, the market would not entail the relatively permanent acquisition of control along the lines of that seen in Europe or Japan. Rather,

246. With respect to pension funds, see supra note 244 and accompanying text. With respect to mutual funds, see Eleanor Laise, Mutual Funds Delve Into Private Equity, WALL ST. J., Aug. 2, 2006, at D1.

247. During 2007, several prominent private equity advisers, most notably Kohlberg Kravis Roberts and Blackstone Group, either sold subscriptions to the general public or announced that they would soon do so. See Jenny Anderson & Michael J. de la Merced, Kohlberg Kravis Plans to Go Public, N.Y. TIMES, July 4, 2007, at C1; Michael J. de la Merced & Jenny Anderson, Hedge Funds Continue Public Path, N.Y. TIMES, July 3, 2007, at C1; Gregory Zuckerman & Henny Sender, Blackstone’s Green Day, WALL ST. J., June 22, 2007, at C1. These offerings will enable the funds to partially tap the retail dollars currently available only to public equity funds and to use them as an important additional source for the financing of corporate monitoring. Their aim—like that of the reforms considered in this Article—is convergence: joining retail dollars to the fight for improved corporate discipline.


249. See Kaplan, supra note 217, at 290, 311 (finding that typical leveraged buyouts are neither short-lived nor permanent, but represent a transitory organizational form between periods of public ownership).

250. See, e.g., Coffee, supra note 27, at 1294–1306 (describing the corporate governance systems in Japan and Germany, both of which are characterized by relatively permanent bank domination of
control would be temporary and recurring, with an endless cycle wherein the poorest performers always become targets, only to be replaced by others as their efficiency improves due to the impact of outside oversight. The result would be a near-continuous refreshing process, wherein bottom-tier companies are acquired, refurbished, and then resold as middle- or top-tier companies. Those that were previously in the middle would by then have fallen to the bottom, converting them into the next most likely targets.

Although an expanded market for good corporate governance would primarily target the poorest performers, its impact would be felt in the middle ranks as well. Managers at the margin would suddenly have more to fear as money became available for acquisitions of companies whose talent is only slightly below the average. Additionally, above-average managers whose performance is solid, but not stellar would find themselves forced to compete with the improved efforts of their formerly sub-par competitors. Increased demand for activist monitoring would therefore drive all corporate managers to more closely pursue shareholder interests in order to keep up with the overall improved performance of the marketplace.

However, fee deregulation would be worth the risk even if it does not result in a vibrant market for good corporate governance. This is because it ultimately relies on market forces, not governmental intervention, to bring discipline to corporate America. Money would become available for activist monitoring strategies only to the extent there are in fact agency costs to squeeze. Fee deregulation, in other words, would not be synonymous with compulsory oversight. Rather, the market itself would serve as a test of our understanding of agency costs. If it turns out that no such costs exist—or that they are vastly exaggerated by those on the left—then fee deregulation would have no impact, positive or negative. However, a powerful myth would have been dispelled at no cost to the economy. If, on the other hand, corporate America is as rife with agency costs as some believe, then the market will prosper so long as monitoring remains profitable. Additional managerial oversight, in other words, would lead to greater economic prosperity.

In fact, we might expect such a market to eventually mature as agency costs begin to disappear. By constantly seeking to reform the poorest companies, activist investors would raise the performance of the market overall. Profitable ventures, however, would become scarcer and require greater effort to bring to fruition. Over time, returns from passive investments would improve, while returns from monitoring would decline.
Though such a result might be unfortunate for any given fund manager, it would be a boon for the overall economy.

Admittedly, the feeble nature of the hostile takeover market would place some check on the foregoing. Managers have at their disposal a host of anti-takeover devices and could presumably block most uninvited attempts to impose discipline upon them.251 One of the beauties of the private equity markets, however, is that they are generally not premised on hostile deals. Rather, most private equity transactions currently operate with the blessing and encouragement of current management. On the other hand, if the takeover wars were re-ignited as a result of fee deregulation, it is not at all clear that the outcome would be the same as in the 1980s. This is because, unlike in the 1980s when the defenders of the corporate bastion had resources that vastly exceeded those of their challengers, it would be the challengers who had the deeper pockets.252

Critics might also be concerned that, by incentivizing public equity fund managers to engage in leveraged buyouts and other control acquisitions, policy makers would be exposing retail investors to excessive risk. In fact, modern portfolio theory suggests that the real danger to investors arises not from how aggressive a fund’s investment strategy is, but whether its investors are sufficiently diversified.253 The exemptions that permit wealthy and sophisticated investors to freely acquire interests in private equity funds are based in part on the notion that such investors understand the benefits of diversification and will bet only a portion of their portfolios on riskier ventures. For a retail investor whose portfolio is too small to adequately diversify, however, there is a real possibility that she will invest the entirety of her savings in a single public equity fund (or fund family).254 Thus, there is a danger that retail investors would become overly speculative, whether purposefully, due to a high risk tolerance, or through ignorance.

The regulatory framework that governs mutual funds and pension funds already accounts for the risks posed by too little diversification, however, and so the danger is relatively small. Pension fund managers, for example, are required by ERISA to diversify their investments “so as to minimize the risk of large losses.”255 Securities regulations similarly require most mutual funds to devote seventy-five percent of their assets to investments that are diversified, both with respect to the size of the fund and the size of the target company.256 Moreover, for those mutual funds

251. See supra text accompanying notes 20–21.
252. See supra note 1 and accompanying text.
253. See, e.g., Harry Markowitz, Portfolio Selection, 7 J. Fin. 77, 89 (1952).
254. See Roe, supra note 30, at 20 (“Mutual funds are designed for unsophisticated investors who cannot assemble a diversified portfolio or evaluate the mutual fund’s portfolio.”).
that are not so limited, subchapter M of the Internal Revenue Code effectively bars them from investing more than fifty percent of their assets in non-diversified investments. In fact, this is one of the reasons that public equity funds are so well suited for the job of activist monitoring. Therefore, in terms of investor protections, even if public equity funds were permitted to engage in private equity-style control acquisitions, it is likely that they would remain adequately diversified.

The money that is pouring into private equity markets is doing so because no other investment option is more successful at limiting agency costs. Investors, in other words, are craving investments that offer low agency costs and a tight alignment of interests. What this suggests, then, is that the expansion of private equity-style compensation would be welcomed by the investment community. Were public equity funds permitted to charge a carried interest—subject to a hurdle rate and coupled with a mandatory direct equity investment by the fund managers—such a shift would both realign the incentives of their managers and convert them into powerful corporate disciplinarians. The result would be to foster the expansion of the market for good corporate governance.

CONCLUSION

From an academic standpoint, the 1990s may be considered the decade of the institutional investor. According to contemporary scholars, institutional ownership of U.S. stocks had risen to over 45% by 1989. In dol-
lar terms, the total value of institutional holdings in 1996 exceeded $11 trillion.\textsuperscript{260} As a result, considerable scholarly attention was devoted to the oversight potential of institutional investors, with reformers seeking to make the legal landscape more hospitable for fund activism.\textsuperscript{261} Public pension funds, in particular, were viewed as a white knight that could finally bring accountability to corporate America.\textsuperscript{262}

As the first decade of the twenty-first century nears its close, however, the tide has shifted, and we are now witnessing the rise in importance of private equity.\textsuperscript{263} Today, it is estimated that hedge funds account for over half of the daily trading volume of the New York Stock Exchange, while leveraged buyout and venture capital funds account for a substantial portion of the nation’s M&A activity.\textsuperscript{264} Meanwhile, the returns on private equity investments consistently surpass those earned by other institutional investors, usually by a considerable degree.\textsuperscript{265} Interest in the monitoring potential of traditional institutional investors may therefore be waning, to be replaced by the promise of hedge fund oversight.

Progressive legal scholars, however, have generally been slow to embrace the kind of activist monitoring conducted by private equity funds— that which rises to the level of outright control. Roe, for example, highlights the impact of America’s long-standing distrust of accumulated capital.\textsuperscript{266} Meanwhile, Black and others advocate for the expansion of instit-

\textsuperscript{260} Hamilton, supra note 14, at 354 & n.8 (noting that institutional holdings had grown from around $673 billion in 1970 to over $11 trillion by the mid-1990s—a sixteen-fold increase in under a generation) (citing a series of reports subtitled “Institutional Investment Reports” published in 1998 by the Global Research Council of the Conference Board).

\textsuperscript{261} See, e.g., Black, supra note 6; Black, supra note 17; Coffee, supra note 35; Coffee, supra note 27; Gilson & Kraakman, supra note 29; Gordon, supra note 28; Rock, supra note 27.

\textsuperscript{262} See, e.g., Coffee, supra note 27, at 1336–37.

\textsuperscript{263} See supra notes 230–31 and accompanying text; see also Fleischer, supra note 147, at 80 (predicting that “the 21st century will be the golden age of private equity”).


\textsuperscript{265} See supra notes 198–99 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{266} See Roe, supra note 30, at 11 (“Opinion polls show Americans mistrust large financial institutions with accumulated power and have always been wary of Wall Street controlling industry.”); see also Joseph A. Grundfest, Subordination of American Capital, 27 J. FIN. ECON. 89, 89–90 (1990). But see Coffee, supra note 27, at 1280 (arguing that “the populist image of a domineering J.P. Morgan seems to have been forever erased from the public’s mind” and that bank weakness, not bank strength, is the greater concern).
This hesitation may indeed reflect the true thinking of these scholars. Still, I wonder whether there may be an element of political calculation in their judgments. Proposing legal reform in the business arena can be tricky. Not only do reformers face the quite reasonable argument that the economy is too large—and too important—to be tinkered with lightly, but any serious restructuring is certain to encounter the wrath of entrenched business interests. Incrementalism, as a result, is generally both safer and more likely to be enacted.

One of the major advantages of using hedge funds and other private equity funds as exemplars of good governance, however, is that the solution is a market-based one. By relaxing the legal constraints that generally prohibit mutual funds and public pension funds from charging incentive-based fees, policy makers can foster competition among would-be corporate monitors. Public equity funds, in addition to private ones, would compete to identify and acquire underperforming companies in the hope that they can be turned around. The monitoring of corporate agency costs would therefore continue only to the extent such costs can be remediated profitably.

A second significant advantage to be derived from drawing lessons from hedge fund governance is that the model is a uniquely American one. Thus, rather than attempt to make historical or cross-cultural comparisons, we can learn from a contemporary industry with its roots and development tied to the American experience. In this way, the vagaries of time, culture, language, politics, and regulatory environment are all removed. In other words, the best way to understand how incentive compensation would impact American public equity funds is to consider how it currently operates within American private equity funds.

The governance structure of hedge funds and other private equity funds is clearly superior to those of corporations and traditional institutional investors. The use of a carried interest, when combined with a hurdle rate and direct investment in the fund by its managers, results in a close alignment of interests between the fund’s managers and investors. Moreover, the need to justify their outsized fees—plus the opportunity to earn such fees—provides strong incentives for private equity fund managers to closely monitor the conduct of their portfolio of investments.

Policy makers, as a result, should repeal or narrow the rules that currently prohibit most forms of incentive compensation for public equity

267. See Black, supra note 6, at 815 (“I believe that there is a strong case for measured reform that will facilitate joint shareholder action not directed at control, and reduce obstacles to particular institutions owning stakes not large enough to confer working control.”).
fund managers. Furthermore, they should consider coupling such reform with the requirement that any incentive compensation arrangements be subject to a hurdle rate and be accompanied by a mandatory direct equity investment by the fund managers. Their fees thus deregulated, the managers of mutual funds and public pension funds would then be free to behave more like their private equity counterparts. The result would be to reduce agency costs while simultaneously deputizing an effective new monitor of corporate wrongdoing. Institutional investors would thus become powerful and efficient players in an enhanced market for good corporate governance.